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Communication hardware and software have a significant impact on the performance of
clusters and supercomputers. Message passing model and the Message-Passing Interface
(MPI) is a widely used model of communications in the High-Performance Computing (HPC)
community with great success. However, it has recently faced new challenges due to the emer-
gence of many-core architecture and of programming models with dynamic task parallelism,
assuming a large number of concurrent, light-weight threads. These applications come from
important classes of applications such as graph and data analytics. Using MPI with these
languages/runtimes is inefficient because MPI implementation is not able to perform well
with threads. Using MPI as a communication middleware is also not efficient since MPI has
to provide many abstractions that are not needed for many of the frameworks, thus having
extra overheads.
In this thesis, we studied MPI performance under the new assumptions. We identified
several factors in the message-passing model which were inherently problematic for scalabil-
ity and performance. Next, we analyzed the communication of a number of graph, threading
and data-flow frameworks to identify generic patterns. We then proposed a low-level commu-
nication interface (LCI) to bridge the gap between communication architecture and runtime.
The core of our idea is to attach to each message a few simple operations which fit better
with the current hardware and can be implemented efficiently. We show that with only a
few carefully chosen primitives and appropriate design, message-passing under this interface
can easily outperform production MPI when running atop of multi-threaded environment.
Further, using LCI is simple for various types of usage.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Communication is a fundamental property of parallel computing. Communication can
happen at every layer: from the memory to caches or registers, across the network to a
remote memory location. Among these types, communications that are not part of a se-
quential program such as across the network are considered parallel overheads. Thus, re-
searchers in parallel computing have devoted significantly on minimizing these overheads
through communication-optimal algorithms [1, 2, 3, 4], as well as trading it with redundant
computations using communication-avoiding techniques [5, 6, 7],
Once an algorithm is selected, programmers write program to map it to the machine
model, such that its execution is correct and the performance behavior is as predicted by
the model. This is however, often challenging due to the large scale of the system and
the complexity in their hardware architecture. Hence, research in programming model and
its efficient implementations are also important to ensure this transition is effective and
error-free.
This dissertation focuses on these layers, in particular, the communication system, its
programming model and implementations. It begins by analyzing limitations of message-
passing interface (MPI) [8], the current state-of-the-art system for programming parallel
applications, with respect to both implementations and semantics, and provides with solu-
tions.
The dissertation also introduces the concept of efficient concurrent message-passing as
a method for accelerating the communications further beyond MPI. The Light Communi-
cation Interface (LCI), an implementation of such concept enables Graph frameworks to
achieve high performance on distributed-memory and heterogeneous architectures. It opens
up opportunities for further improvement on emerging applications and frameworks.
1.1 EXPRESSING COMMUNICATION
An important aspect of the programming model for parallel computers is how to express
communications in a parallel program. One way is to use the notion of producer-consumer
relationship: a producer is one who owns or produces the data via prior computation,
likewise, the consumer is one who would like to make use of the data for its own computation.
How the data is moved from producers to consumers can be described either implicitly or
explicitly by a programmer and by the programming system. The communication is explicit
when the programmer must write their intention for communication in the program code, like
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an instruction or a function call. For example, in the message-passing model, the producer
must specify a SEND, and a consumer must specify a RECEIVE, both with a buffer as one
of the arguments so that the lower layer knows that the data should be moved from one to
the other and executes that. Otherwise, the communication is considered implicit.
An example of implicit communication is in parallel algorithms written in shared-memory
machine. Since data are shared between computation units, any instruction executed in any
unit can read or write directly to a shared memory location. The order of read and write is
dictated by memory consistency model of the machine [9], memory cache and cache coherence
system maintains both performance and correctness [10]. To express parallelism, the notion
of threads is introduced, which informally is a path of the program that can be executed by
a different computation unit of the machine. Communications happen when threads share
variables i.e. one thread writes data that later be read and use by another thread. To ensure
the correctness in data sharing including preventing data races, synchronization primitives
are developed (such as mutex, semaphore, monitor, condition variables [11, 12, 13]).
Implicit communication model does not scale well. Aside the complexity of concurrent
data-structure and synchronization primitive, the implicit communication between hard-
ware units places a burden in the hardware design, due to the needs for maintaining an
efficient cache coherency and memory consistency model. For these reasons, modern large-
scale parallel machine are built with distributed-memory, and programmed using explicit
communication models [14]. Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is a well-known example, in
which the communication is expressed directly by an application.
1.2 MESSAGE-PASSING INTERFACE
Since coming to existence, MPI has become the de-facto programming interface for high-
performance applications running on supercomputers. MPI is theoretically rooted in the
Communication Sequential Process (CSP) [15], a mathematical model for concurrency. An
important aspect of the model is the notion of share-nothing i.e. the model consists of
n concurrent processes having no shared variables or common memory addresses. As a
consequent, all interactions between processes is done via message-passing.
CSP is however only an abstract model i.e. It does not provide any insight on how it
can be implemented. Whereas, MPI focuses on high-performance implementation. MPI
extended CSP with many other modern parallel programming features including collective
communications, or data-type manipulations. This is one of the key for its success. MPI
provides a rich set of application programming interface (APIs) that matches many types of
producer-consumer problems. MPI implementation is generally the most portable and well
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performing for many types of parallel architectures. Any amendment to the MPI standard
is continuously reviewed and evolved by many experts in the fields.
MPI has stayed as the dominant programming model of supercomputers for roughly 10
years, until It faces new challenges of the Post Moore’s Law. New CPU architecture comes
with many processor cores, for both low and high-end users. Parallel computers although
stay as distributed-memory architecture, start to be built with more cores per compute node.
In addition, the emergence of accelerators and special-purpose hardware, adds the need for
communication between these units within a machine and remote machine.
How do a programmer deal with such a hybrid machine? MPI researchers come up with
two answers: one is called the MPI-everywhere, and one is called MPI+X model. Other
researchers prefer application frameworks.









Figure 1.1: When a single thread (red) accesses MPI, it can go directly to the network; if
more threads try to access (blue), one may be descheduled back to the OS scheduler; the
execution also loses locality by moving to another processor core.
The ”MPI-everywhere” says that one could just use the same MPI program, assigning one
MPI process per processor core. The same program written in MPI can then work out of
the box. Thereby, removing the burden of a programmer from having to update his code.
The burden is however, moved to the MPI implementations, such that it has to handle
much more number of processes (can be easily a billion in unit) and many of which can
be different in nature. For example, a process can be local in the same compute node, or
remote across the network. MPI implementation has made fast path for such cases [16, 17].
MPI implementations has also tried to map MPI rank to OS threads [18, 19, 20] to reduces
memory consumption. However, a process can also be associated with an accelerator or
3
special purpose hardware. It is an open question how this can be implemented efficiently in
a MPI implementation.
The ”MPI+X” model takes a different path, which places harder burdens on both appli-
cation programmers and MPI implementations. It however reduces pressure on scalability
and portability. In this model, MPI is only used for communications across the network.
Within a compute node, the native programming for the particular hardware is used (e.g.
multi-threading for multi-core CPU). The obvious burden of the programmer is that they
need to partition the problem in various ways to fit each type of hardware and in many
cases, must rewrite the original MPI program. Figure 1.1 depicts a situation when multiple
threads trying to access MPI.
There is in fact, no successful applications prior to the study of this dissertation when
MPI is used in combination with shared-memory multi-threaded parallelism (MPI+Thread)
model. There are efforts in the implementation such as Pioman [21], or MPI optimiza-
tions [22], but the usage is limited and the performance is still not matching single-threaded
communication style.
Figure 1.2: The number of scientific papers having HPC and ”data analytics” or ”machine
learning” keywords
While there is no clear winner between the two aforementioned models, new set of applica-
tions are being developed as the entirely new users of supercomputers: graph, data analytics,
machine learning. One evidence is demonstrated in Figure 1.2 where usage of HPC increases
every year in these domains. The reason is the availability of a large amount of data and the
needs for computations to process them in a short amount of time. Applications of these
domains are written in their existing frameworks; and the frameworks extend its capability
to handle distributed-memory and heterogeneous environment. A noteworthy feature dur-
ing the transition is the adaptation of MPI for transferring data across network [23]. MPI
becomes a portable communication middleware, which is however not an ideal option.
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The first goal of MPI was designed for written directly by the application, secondary is
library or frameworks [24]. Layers of software abstractions, each has its own semantics and
not necessarily fit well together, can hurt performance. MPI is generic, but the generalization
comes with extra costs. It becomes clear towards the end of the dissertation that a specially-
designed communication interface is the answer for such development.
1.4 OTHER APPROACHES
One alternative for MPI in modern super-computing domain is the Active Messages (AM)
model [25], with the GASNET implementation [26]. GASNET focuses on optimizing the
ability for doing Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) in the modern network interface.
GASNET targets the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming languages like
Chapel [27]. Most of the issues that GASNET brings up due to insufficient RDMA support
in MPI is however resolved with MPI 3.0 using MPI one-sided communication. GASNET
remains a good library for Active Messages model, despite there is no modern hardware
that can support Active Messages efficiently. In addition, same as MPI, GASNET does not
support good interaction between threads and communication runtime.
GASPI [28] is a communication library that provides a flexible interface focusing on effi-
cient support for one-sided remote notification. GASPI argues that such primitive is suffi-
cient for efficiently support both of both existing MPI and PGAS applications by retargeting
them towards asynchronous dataflow model. Our approach takes advantage of this design
and arguments, while realizing the need for extending the capability to other generic com-
munication patterns. In particular, efficient notification should be supported for efficient
producer-consumer synchronizations, but can be extended beyond one-sided communication
with minimal overhead.
OpenFabrics libfabric (OFI) [29] and Unified Communication X (UCX) [30] are two recent
industry-driven effort for unifying HPC networking middle-where. These libraries provide
one-sided communication that allows implementing PGAS-style RMA, in addition to tag
matching and messaging queues suitable for implementing message-passing APIs. Users of
OFI and UCX are existing communication model such as GASNET, OpenSHMEM, MPI.
This provides more portability support, but the performance optimization for applications
are still limiting by layers of abstractions provided by these models. It is not clear OFI
and UCX plans to support for other frameworks, and initial experiments show they do not
support multi-threading well.
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1.5 LIGHT COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
The Light Communication Interface (LCI) is a highly customizable communication inter-
face that targets efficient concurrent message-passing model. Its goal is to allow an efficient
interaction between the application layer or the framework layer and the communication
layer. It considers in its design the entire stacks of communication software: from when the
producer executing a communication call, to when the data is available and the consumer
is notified. The goal of LCI design is such a path should have a constant additional over-
head even with extreme cases when millions of producers and consumers are communicating
concurrently.
The ideas of LCI come from a thorough study of MPI implementations and semantics
with respect to emerging multi-core architecture and programming model including hybrid
programming and application framework. LCI is designed from the ground up with all the
lessons learn from MPI implementations. Hence, LCI can keep some goodness of MPI while
ignoring features that cannot perform well. Since LCI feature sets are smaller and carefully
chosen to match current hardware and selected emerging frameworks, LCI performance also
matches the native performance of the hardware much better while providing a flexible
programming environment.
LCI’s approach enables a new paradigm: threads within a compute node can communicate
concurrently to a remote entity without losing any performance. In some cases, such style of
communication can even accelerate the overall throughput. This paradigm is called efficient
concurrent message-passing.
When communication becomes the major overhead, accelerating its performance by ex-
posing and allowing independent communication is desirable. Especially, when current hard-
ware can support multiple independent communication channels. To our best knowledge,
LCI is the first open-source communication library that can expose this type of parallelism
in communication, in a way that is efficient and useful.
1.6 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
This dissertation begins in Chapter 2, with a case study of a MPI implementation – the
MPICH library. It exposes several problems limiting the performance of MPI for concur-
rent accesses which prevents MPI to be used efficiently with shared-memory programming
via multi-threading. The solutions show that for MPI to be inter-operate with other pro-
gramming model, or in other words, for MPI + X model to work, a significant amount of
engineering is required to refactor the existing MPI implementation.
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Chapter 3 pays attention to the low-level communication in distributed-memory graph
analytics framework, one of the emerging new application for high-performance computing.
It gives an insight that programming the communication using MPI directly is not the
ideal choice; several mismatches are found, which can be resolved by a specially-targeted
communication library that matches better to both hardware and applications.
Chapter 4 discusses inter-operations between communication library and multi-threading
library. It shows that this is a special type of producer-consumer synchronization that can
be accelerated by a novel thread scheduler, targeting this pattern. The overall results show
that, the synchronization between the communication layer and the thread layer can be as
simple as a bit-flip, which can be implemented directly in hardware. This result advocates
a tighter integration between these layers for a better performance.
Chapter 5 devotes to the core definitions and implementations of the Light Communication
Interface (LCI), a communication library that targets efficient concurrent communication
message-passing and application-specific communication runtime. It argues the semantics
of MPI message-matching should be relaxed; which allows much higher concurrency to the
communication runtime and reduces the performance significantly.
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a summary of our works and a discussion on how
LCI and concurrent communication can be used to further accelerate the communication of
applications and frameworks.
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CHAPTER 2: MULTI-THREADED COMMUNICATION IN MPI
Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard defines four threading modes with increasing
degree of interaction between application threads and MPI i.e. MPI THREAD SINGLE, MPI -
THREAD FUNNELED, MPI THREAD SERIALIZED, and MPI THREAD MULTIPLE. For instance, if the
application never uses thread, MPI THREAD SINGLE is used, and MPI implementation can take
a faster path without the need of thread-safety assurance. Most of the application nowa-
days, makes use of either MPI THREAD FUNNELED or MPI THREAD SERIALIZED where multiple
threads are used, but only one thread may access the MPI calls at a time.
Our focus is on the MPI THREAD MULTIPLE, which allows flexible and concurrent multi-
threaded MPI calls. This mode has been gaining more attraction in the application space.
The primary driving factors are ease of programmability for emerging fine-grained threading
models and the desire to efficiently utilize modern network fabrics that requires multiple
communicating cores to fully exploit their capabilities. In order to meet this expectation,
thread-safety is a prerequisite, and its corresponding overheads should be minimal.
Unfortunately, the current state-of-the-art thread-safety support in MPI implementation
is far from ideal. Most production implementations satisfy the core of the thread compliance
through locks, since using exclusively lock-free or wait-free objects is difficult to implement
correctly and to maintain. MPI implementations were shown to suffer significantly from
scalability issues due to lock contention. Different aspects of locking in MPI implementations
have been studied in the literature. Lock granularity were explored in [31, 32], reducing lock
ownership passing latency has been extensively studied [33, 34, 35], locking arbitration is
studied in [36]. All previous works however use simple heuristic to decide which thread is
allows to acquire the lock, thus suffer from high contention and cache trashing.
This chapter studies the current affair of threaded communication using MPICH [37], a
production quality MPI that has several derivation (such as IntelMPI [38], MVAPICH2 [39]).
Two advanced synchronization techniques for improving the implementation will be intro-
duced and evaluated through several benchmarks and production kernels.
2.1 ANALYSIS OF THREAD-SAFETY ISSUES IN MPICH
One reason for MPICH success is the multi-layered design, which allows it to be both
efficient and portable with respect to many low-level communication drivers. At the time of
study, MPICH is the only MPI production implementation that fully provides stable support
for all threading mode of the MPI standard. However, several of previous works have raised
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the issue of thread-safety in MPICH, mainly its performance with MPI THREAD MULTIPLE.
MPICH is a lock-based MPI implementation where function calls are protected through
the use of locks. MPICH has a single critical section (CS) (except for MPICH/BGQ where
a few finer-grained locks are used), and maintained a coarse-grained lock (global lock) to
protect it. In this design, arbitration of the concurrent accesses to the CS is an important
factor.
Suppose that one thread is performing a blocking operation (e.g., MPI Recv or MPI Wait)
and successfully acquires the global lock of the MPI library. If the operation cannot be sat-
isfied immediately, the thread must release the lock. Failure to do so prevents other threads
from entering the CS, violates MPI progress requirements, and may lead to a deadlock.
Therefore, arbitrating lock ownership has a correctness implication.
In the remainder of the chapter, all presenting thread-safe methods guarantee an arbitra-
tion correctness, and the focus is on the performance implication.
We illustrate the relationship between thread safety and MPI communication in Figure 2.1.
It describes a simplified implementation of MPI Isend and MPI Wait. These routines are
examples of a nonblocking MPI call, to send a message, and a blocking MPI call, to wait for
its completion.
In the example, we distinguish two major code paths with distinct progress properties.
The first, which we refer to as the main path, is taken by both routines between the first
lock acquisition (lines 18 and 40) and the last lock release operation (lines 22 and 44). This
code path is similar to most MPI routines and often advances the system.
The other path, which we refer to as the progress loop, concerns only blocking calls. It is
characterized by a tight loop (line 28) waiting for the completion of a target operation. This
path does not guarantee progress and is characterized by high-frequency lock acquire/release
operations. Thus, by our prior definition, threads executing the progress loop are waiting
threads and the others are active threads. We consider lock acquisitions by waiters as wasted
(or simply as causing waste) when they yield no progress while active threads are waiting for
the lock.
Regardless of the state in which a thread is, the arbitration of the concurrent accesses is
dictated solely by the lock arbitration. That is, lock ownership passing defines the order in
which threads execute the CS.
In order to promote progress of the system, previous works exploited this distinction
between threads in the locking implementation [36, 40]. Considering active threads as having
a higher priority; the traditional lock acquisition can be extended with a low or high-priority
interface. The goal was to have waiting threads acquire the lock with lower priority than
that of active threads (line 33), to inject more useful works into the system.
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1 typedef struct request {
2 REQUEST_BODY;
3 bool complete;
4 void *(* completion_cb)(*);
5 } request_t;
6
7 // Global lock
8 lock_t g_lock;
9
10 // Callback to complete a request
11 void complete_request(request_t *req) {
12 req ->complete = true;
13 }
14
15 // Issuing a nonblocking send operation
16 void MPI_Isend (..., MPI_Request *handle) {
17 request_t *req;
18 acquire(g_lock);
19 req = create_request ();
20 req ->completion_cb = complete_request;
21 Isend_body(req);
22 release(g_lock);
23 set_request(handle , req);
24 }
25
26 // Internal progress routine
27 void progress_wait(request_t *req) {
28 while (!req ->complete) {
29 bool made_progress = poll_network ();








38 // Waiting for request completion
39 void MPI_Wait (..., MPI_Request *handle) {
40 acquire(g_lock);
41 request_t *req = get_request(handle);
42 progress_wait(req);
43 *handle = MPI_REQUEST_NULL;
44 release(g_lock);
45 }
Figure 2.1: Simplified thread-safe implementation of MPI Isend and MPI Wait. It assumes
a global CS (protected by g lock) and a callback-based request completion. poll network
is a hardware network call that progresses all outstanding operations. In particular, during
this call, user-provided completion callback functions are executed when the corresponding
operations have completed. complete request simply marks the request as complete. Lock
ownership passing is ensured through the acquire, acquire low (for low priority), and
release calls.
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By combining the priority method with FIFO-ordered locks (ticket [41] and CLH [42]),
better communication progress can be achieved while maintaining correctness. This solution,
however, relies on a O(N) FIFO-ordered lock-passing operations to find an active thread.
2.1.1 Shortcomings of Existing Methods
This section re-evaluates the issues in the multithreaded communication and describes the
motivation for our methods. For clarity, we define the following terminology:
• MTX: MPICH implementation using a Pthreads mutex as a lock (this is the same as
the MPICH 3.2)
• CLH: MPICH implementation using the CLH lock [40]
• P-CLH: MPICH implementation using the CLH lock with prioritization of the main
path [40]
We use latency, bandwidth, and message rate as metrics to evaluate the performance of
the baselines CLH and P-CLH. We note that the performance of these locks are superior to
that of MTX for MPI THREAD MULTIPLE when there is no oversubscription [40].
The latency benchmark is similar to the multithreaded OSU latency benchmark (osu -
latency mt [43]) except that we used OpenMP instead of Pthreads to take advantage of the
OpenMP thread-binding capability. This benchmark uses two MPI ranks, one per compute
node. One MPI rank (sender) performs a number of pairs (10,000 for messages up to size ≤
8 KB, 1,000 for larger messages) of MPI Send and MPI Recv to the other MPI rank (receiver).
The receiver creates a fixed number of threads to perform a corresponding MPI Recv and
MPI Send such that the total number of requests matches the sender’s. The latency is
computed at the sender by taking the average time used per message.
The bandwidth and message rate benchmarks are the same as those studied in [36]. These
benchmarks also create two MPI ranks in two different nodes (sender and receiver); each
creates the same number of OpenMP threads. The sender performs a number of MPI Isends
in each thread (the default 64 messages is used in our experiments) before waiting for all of
them with MPI Waitall; It then performs MPI Recv. The receiver side similarly performs
MPI Irecv, MPI Waitall, and MPI Send in each thread to match the sender. This process
is repeated so that the number of messages is the same as that in the latency benchmark.
The message rate is computed at the sender as the total number of messages over the overall
execution time. The bandwidth is computed similarly but using the total size of transferred





















































(c) Message Rate (the higher,
the better)
Figure 2.2: Initial performance results of CLH and P-CLH. The message size is 64 bytes for
the latency and message rate benchmarks and is 1 MB for the bandwidth benchmark.
Our platform for these experiments is a cluster of Intel Haswell-EP machines. Each node
consists of two Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 CPUs (36 cores in total) whose cores are arranged into
four NUMA domains. The nodes are interconnected by using Mellanox FDR InfiniBand. We
compiled our benchmarks and MPICH (for both CLH and P-CLH) using the Intel compiler
16.0.3 with the MXM low-level communication runtime included in HPC-X 1.6.392.
We used the MPI T instrumentation available in MPICH for profiling and instrumentation,
in order to obtain breakdowns in timing and internal counters such as the number of network
polls, and HPCToolkit [44] for measuring the number of cache misses. All our tests were
done with each thread bound to a CPU core using two OpenMP environment variables:
OMP PROC BIND=close and OMP PLACES=cores.
MPICH uses a single communication context per MPI process; thus, we expect high
degrees of contention for communication-intensive codes. Furthermore, message rates are
bound by single-threaded performance because of the limited concurrency of a globally locked
single-communication context implementation.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the results of each benchmark. The results show that as the number
of threads increases from 1 to 36, the communication performance degrades significantly.
For instance, while the latency measured with one thread is about 1.5 µs, it increases to 23
µs for CLH and 11.5 µs for P-CLH with 36 threads. In the following subsections, we analyze
the performance of each benchmark in detail.
2.1.2 Analysis of Latency and Bandwidth Results
To reveal where most of the execution time in Figure 2.2 is spent, we divided the execution
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(c) Message Rate (the higher,
the better)
Figure 2.3: Execution time breakdown of the performance results in Figure 2.2. ISSUE,
POLL, EMPTY CS, and SYNC represent time spent in issuing operations, time spent in
making progress, time wasted in the CS without doing useful work, and time spent in
synchronizations, respectively. The timing overhead is about 8%, 1% and 6% on average
(harmonic mean) of the total execution time for the latency, bandwidth and message rate
benchmark respectively.
at the sender side (similar results can be obtained at the receiver side).
In the figure, as the number of threads increases, the execution time of each portion also
increases. Most notably, in the latency and bandwidth cases, we see a large increase in
EMPTY CS, that is, wasted time in the CS without doing useful work.
The waste in the latency and bandwidth results is caused primarily by the increased
number of network polls when more threads are involved in the communication.
Figure 2.4(a) shows the average number of network polls performed per message in the
latency benchmark (we omit the result of the bandwidth benchmark because it showed a
similar pattern). Although the number of messages is constant across all experiments, the
number of network polls per message increases as the number of threads increases. Recall
that any waiting threads executing a blocking operation can enter the CS through the
progress loop. If more waiting threads enter the CS and perform unnecessary work (e.g.,
network polling), it can delay active threads from proceeding and consequently slow the
overall performance.
By prioritizing the main path, P-CLH enables more work to be injected into the runtime
compared with CLH; hence it improves the performance because of the presence of more
active threads. However, P-CLH suffers from O(N) FIFO ownership passing between N































(a) Average number of network polls



















(b) Average number of L1, L2, and
L3 cache misses per message in MPI -
Irecv/Isend (ISSUE) and in MPI Wait
(POLL).
Figure 2.4: Analysis of different components in latency, bandwidth and message rate with
MPI using CLH and P-CLH locks
.
2.1.3 Analysis of Message Rate Results
The execution time breakdown of the message rate results in Figure 2.3(c) shows that the
majority of its time is spent in issuing messages (i.e., ISSUE). The overall message rate is
again confirmed to be bounded by the issuing rate, as also reported in [40].
This phenomenon can be understood better by looking at the number of cache misses in
Figure 2.4(b). As we increase the number of threads in the experiment, the number of cache
misses increases substantially—first in the L1 and L2 caches within the same NUMA node
(≤ 9 threads) and then in the L3 cache when going out of the NUMA node (> 9 threads).
This increasing rate reflects the trend of our message rate benchmark results in Figure 2.2(c).
The increase in cache misses happens mainly in the issuing part of the benchmark because
of the FIFO ownership passing exercised in the CLH lock used in CLH and P-CLH. Even
though issuers initiate MPI operations and make progress, they take turns in entering the
CS, thus causing the data movement and resulting in the increase in cache misses. The
decreasing message rate, with a larger number of threads, signifies the problem of thread
synchronization, especially lock ownership passing, between active threads.
From the analysis of these benchmarks, we have identified the major sources of the per-
formance loss:
• The spurious wake-ups of threads such as in the latency benchmark. We solve this
using an algorithm for waking up threads based on the status of the communication.
• Cache misses and lock conflicts. We solve this using a better lock implementation
featuring both priority and data locality.
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2.2 MESSAGE-DRIVEN COOPERATIVE THREAD SCHEDULING
Our idea for solving the latency and bandwidth problems described in Section 2.1.2 is
to allow only one waiting thread to drive a communication context while making all other
waiting threads wait outside the CS until their request is completed.
At most one thread, called the server, is elected among all waiting threads, and only
the server is allowed to enter the CS and poll the network for communication progression.
In order to support the model of progress in MPICH, and easily integrated in existing
MPI implementations, we do not assume a centralized entity for making progress or thread
arbitration, but design a decentralized strategy. Restricting access to a single waiter also
increases the likelihood of residency in cache of the communication context data structures
and avoids contention for the CS.
Remaining or new waiting threads become waiters and wait until the server completes
their request. A waiter indicates its waiting intent through a synchronization counter whose
initial value equals the number of pending operations that it is waiting for. When the
server completes a request, it enables the waiter associated with the request to continue the
execution with a signal (i.e., work-driven, selective reactivation).
To avoid starvation, when the server finishes its own request, it elects another waiter,
if there is one, to hand over its server role; otherwise, the waiters will be waiting forever,
since none is making progress. Note that the number of servers depends on the network
hardware and communication volume. For our purpose, a single server is sufficient; but the
selective reactivation method can easily be extended for multiple servers. Figure 2.5 depicts
our selective reactivation method with a single server.
Implementing the selective reactivation requires two important changes to the runtime: (1)
defining a synchronization counter implementation and (2) associating a counter per blocking
operation and storing its reference in the corresponding request objects. In Figure 2.5, we
assume a generic synchronization counter object referred to by the abstract type scount t.
This object supports two types of operation: a signal operation is translated to scount -
signal(), and a wait operation is translated to scount wait(). Each request contains a
scount t object (line 5) representing our synchronization structure. For an MPI Waitall
operation, a reference to the counter object will be initialized to the number of pending
operations and stored in all of them to consume signal events.
Since a request object is associated with a scount t object, we can tie the waiting thread
to the request by making the waiting thread wait on the associated scount t object. In
addition, because the one-to-one mapping between a thread and a scount t object is main-
tained, one scount t object can be regarded as representing one waiting thread. If the
15
1 typedef struct request {
2 REQUEST_BODY;
3 bool complete;




8 bool server = false; // is there a server?
9 list <scount_t *> waiters; // list of waiters
10
11 // Callback when a request is finished
12 void complete_request(request_t *req) {
13 req ->complete = true;
14 list_remove(waiters , &req ->scounter);
15 scount_signal(&req ->scounter , false);
16 }
17
18 void progress_wait(request_t *req) {
19 bool elected = false; // am I the server?
20 while (!req ->complete) {
21 bool made_progress = poll_network ();
22 if (! made_progress) {
23 if (! server) { // no active server
24 elected = true; // I am elected
25 server = true; // as a server
26 }




31 } else { // I am a waiter
32 list_append(waiters , &req ->scounter);




37 if (elected) // I am no longer
38 server = false; // the server
39 // Wake up a potential server
40 if (! server && !list_empty(waiters))
41 scount_signal(list_pop(waiters), true);
42 }
Figure 2.5: Modifications to Figure 2.1 for selective reactivation.
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6 /* Wait for N events. This routine assumes
7 the lock L associated to the condition
8 variable C->cvar is held. */
9 void scount_wait(scount_t *C, lock_t L,
10 int N) {
11 C->cur_count = N;
12 /* cond_wait releases L to wait for signal ,
13 then reacquires it at returns. */
14 cond_wait(&C->cvar , L);
15 }
16
17 /* Signal one event or force -wakeup on
18 condition variable C->cvar. */
19 void scount_signal(scount_t *C, bool force) {
20 if (force) cond_signal(&C->cvar);
21 else {
22 C->cur_count --;
23 if (!C->cur_count) cond_signal(&C->cvar);
24 }
25 }
Figure 2.6: Example implementation of a synchronization counter. It assumes the existence
of generic condition variable (cvar) and lock (L) implementations. The routine scount wait
allows waiting for N events and scount signal decrements the number of pending events
(cur count) for C and wakes up the corresponding thread when there are no more pending





















































(c) Message Rate (the higher,
the better)
Figure 2.7: Performance results of CLH and P-CLH with selective reactivation. The message
size is 64 bytes for the latency and message rate benchmarks and is 1 MB for the bandwidth
benchmark. CLH-USC and P-CLH-USC represent the results using selective reactivation with
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(c) Message rate (the higher, the
better)
Figure 2.8: Execution time breakdown of the P-CLH and P-CLH-USC results in Figure 2.7.
We omit the breakdown of the CLH-USC results because it shows a pattern similar to that of
the P-CLH-USC results. ISSUE, POLL, EMPTY CS, and SYNC represent time spent in issuing
operations, time spent in making progress, time wasted in CS without doing useful work,
and time spent in synchronizations, respectively. The timing overhead is about 8%, 1%, and
7% on average (harmonic mean) of the total execution time for the latency, bandwidth, and


















































(c) Message Rate (the higher,
the better)
Figure 2.9: Performance results of the vanilla MPICH-3.2 (MTX) and our modification
using selective reactivation with the Pthreads mutex and kernel-level synchronization counter
(MTX-KSC). The message size is 64 bytes for the latency and message rate and is 1 MB for
the bandwidth benchmark.
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thread cannot complete the request and is required to wait, it will not enter the CS using
the progress loop path but instead will be blocked inside the synchronization object if a
server already exists, as shown at line 33.
When the request is finished, the signal operation is performed by the server at the callback
function (line 15). The scount t objects are linked in a globally shared doubly linked list
(line 9), so that the server can find a target waiter when needed. With the doubly linked
list, we can efficiently remove a waiter from the list when it is signaled, that is, when the
request is finished by the server.
An example implementation of the synchronization counter is illustrated in Figure 2.6. It
assumes generic lock and condition variable implementations underneath. A scount wait
operation publishes the intent to wait for N events. scount signal events decrement the
counter and wake up the thread when reaching zero (i.e., all events are satisfied). The force
argument forces a thread wakeup regardless of the counter value. This is essential for electing
the next server when the current one is leaving the runtime.
In the case of waiting for the completion of multiple requests, more than one request
object may share one synchronization counter object. The server issues signals whenever it
completes one of the requests, and a thread wakeup is triggered when the counter has reached
0 (see line 15 in Figure 2.5 and the routine scount signal in Figure 2.6). This strategy
prevents the waiter thread from being woken up multiple times, many of those just to
figure out that not all its requests are finished, and thus adding meaningless synchronization
overhead.
To support other blocking operations without requests such as MPI Win flush, we can tie
the waiting thread to associated pending objects, for example, MPI Window, in a similar way.
We leave for future work the task of extending our selective reactivation method to support
these kinds of operations.
We implemented the selective reactivation method in the baseline CLH and P-CLH. Fig-
ures 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate the performance results of our implementations with the mi-
crobenchmarks and the execution time breakdowns, respectively. The results show that
compared with the baseline, our selective reactivation method is effective in lowering the
communication latency in multithreaded communication cases (Figure 2.7(a)) and in im-
proving the bandwidth significantly with a larger number of threads (Figure 2.7(b)). Specif-
ically, the latency and bandwidth are improved by 3 times and 5 times with 36 threads,
respectively. These improvements come mainly from the reduction of the time spent in
EMPTY CS, as shown in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b).
The selective reactivation method can also be applied to MTX by using a kernel-level
synchronization counter, which can be implemented with a Pthreads condition variable and
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a counter. However, since the kernel-level synchronization counter has higher latency due to
its kernel-specific implementation, it should be used only when oversubscription is required.
The performance improvement when applying the selective reactivation technique to MTX
is shown in Figure 2.9.
The selective reactivation (denoted as MTX-KSC) performs significantly better than the
baseline in the latency and bandwidth benchmarks. However, the absolute latency of MTX-
KSC is still far worse than that of CLH and P-CLH using selective reactivation (P-CLH-USC
and P-CLH-USC in Figure 2.7(a)) because of the higher latency of both the kernel-level lock
and synchronization counter implementations.
2.3 MUTUAL EXCLUSION AND UNBOUNDED-BIASED LOCK
In the preceding subsection, we showed that our selective reactivation technique can elim-
inate wasted executions and ensure that any thread entering the CS has a high chance of
performing useful work. However, managing the thread scheduling alone does not improve
the performance of the message rate benchmark (Figure 2.8(c)). The reason is that message
rates were bound by the injection rate of nonblocking calls that suffers from intranode data
movement, as was analyzed in Section 2.1.3. This section proposes a new locking strategy
that is designed to reduce cache misses.
First, we introduce a locality-preserving locking with unbounded bias method based on
CLH, which we refer to as CLHub. The lock is designed to provide the necessary property
for our purpose — it is biased toward the high-priority thread that most recently released
the lock.
The key idea is to combine a simple compare-and-swap spin-lock lock (i.e., a biased lock)
to exploit the lock monopolization with two FIFO locks to handle high and low priorities
and providing the fairness property when needed (e.g., reducing thread contention on the
lock by queuing threads in the lock structure).
In Figure 2.10, the data structure for the lock includes the following fields (lines 1–6): bias
– a spin lock that has a biased behavior; fifoH and fifoL – CLH locks to block threads in
the high-priority and low-priority paths, respectively; and filter – a flag to switch between
two priorities.
This lock allows only high-priority threads (i.e., active threads in our case, which call
acquire()) to utilize the monopolization, while low-priority threads (i.e., waiting threads)
rely on the FIFO property of the lock without the monopolization through acquire low().
Since active threads always advance the system, in addition to raising their priority over
waiting threads, we synchronize their concurrent accesses with a locality-preserving high-
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1 typedef struct clhub {
2 spin_lock_t bias; // biased lock
3 clh_t fifoH; // FIFO lock for high priority
4 clh_t fifoL; // FIFO lock for low priority
5 int filter; // to switch between different priority paths
6 } *clhub_t;
7
8 void acquire(clhub_t l) {
9 if (try_acquire(l->bias) == fail) {
10 acquire(l->fifoH);
11 l->filter = 1;
12 acquire(l->bias);





18 void acquire_low(clhub_t l) {
19 acquire(l->fifoL);
20 while (l->filter == 1) {





26 void release(clhub_t l) {
27 release(l->bias);
28 }
Figure 2.10: Pseudocode of the locality-preserving lock with unbounded bias, which uses
a combination of a spin lock and two CLH locks. For simplicity, we use the same func-
tion names (acquire and release) for different lock types, but please consider them as







































Figure 2.11: Illustration of five threads (T0,..,T4) using the locality-preserving lock: (a)
T0 performs acquire() and succeeds, taking bias. Right after T0, T1 and T2 perform
acquire() while T3 and T4 perform acquire low(). As a result, T1, T2, T3, and T4
spin at bias (i.e., T1 becomes candidate), fifoH, filter, and fifoL, respectively. (b)
T0 releases bias. (c) If T0 calls acquire() immediately again, it has a higher chance of
taking bias than does T1 because of locality. (d) If T0 finishes and moves on, T1 can
succeed, acquiring bias. (e) Only when there is no high-priority thread is filter released
and low-priority threads can acquire bias.
throughput lock. The locality preservation is achieved through a competitive ownership
passing, which results in core-level unbounded lock monopolization. The monopolization
achieves locality preservation but does not cause starvation for waiting threads since active
threads are guaranteed to complete their operations in a bounded number of steps.
Figure 2.11 illustrates an example usage of our locality-preserving lock of Figure 2.10.
In the figure, threads T0, T1, and T2 perform acquire(), and T0 succeeds initially. In
acquire(), trying to acquire the biased lock (bias) first (line 9 in Figure 2.10) allows the
same thread, here T0, to execute the CS in a loop without interfering with other threads
because of the lock monopolization behavior.
Since both T1 and T2 fail to acquire bias, they will attempt to acquire a FIFO lock,
fifoH (line 10). Only T1 will succeed and become the candidate for entering the CS after
T0; T2 is queued in fifoH. The candidate T1 waits on the biased lock for its turn (line
12) but is able to succeed only if T0 releases and does not immediately reacquire the lock.
When that happens, T1 becomes the owner of bias, and it elects T2 waiting on fifoH as
the candidate by releasing fifoH (line 14).
On the other hand, when acquire low() is used (as for T3 and T4), the FIFO behavior is
maintained as threads will be queued up in fifoL (line 19). filter serves as a mechanism to
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(c) Breakdown of cache misses occurred
in MPI Isend or MPI Irecv (ISSUE) and
in MPI Wait (POLL).
Figure 2.12: Results of using the selective reactivation technique in combination with the
P-CLH lock (denoted as P-CLH-USC) and our hierarchical locality-preserving lock (denoted
as P-HCLHub-USC). The timing overhead is about 8% on average (harmonic mean) of the
total execution time in the timing breakdown analysis.
The low-priority thread runs only when there is not a concurrently running high-priority
thread.
Now, we combine our locality-preserving lock with a NUMA-aware lock using the lock
cohorting technique [33]. The technique uses a hierarchical locking strategy (i.e., two levels
of lock, one at each NUMA node and the other at global scope) in order to allow prioritizing
ownership passing to threads in the same NUMA node and to make it NUMA-aware with
minimal cost.
Since fairness is not needed at the high-priority branch, we replace fifoH in Figure 2.10
with this NUMA-aware lock to further improve cache locality. Note that this hierarchical
locality-preserving lock results in NUMA-node level unbounded lock monopolization. We
implemented this lock using a spin lock for the global scope and a CLH lock for the NUMA
node, which is similar to C-BO-MCS described in [33] except that we replace MCS with our
existing CLH lock implementation and we do not employ back-off for the spinlock.
Figure 2.12 presents the optimization results for the message rate. Although some per-
formance loss still occurs, we are able to obtain a message rate of 2 million messages per
second with 36 threads. This improvement is due to the significant reduction in the number
of cache misses across all caches, as shown in Figure 2.12(c), compared with that shown in
Figure 2.4(b).
This performance number is the best message rate recorded for this benchmark with this
large number of kernel threads. The final result achieves five folds performance improvement
compared with the performance of the baseline case.
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2.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We performed the experiments of this section in the Stampede cluster [45]. Each node is
equipped with a dual-XEON E5 processor, in other words, 16 cores in total. Although the
number of cores is less than that of the previous cluster used for running the benchmarks
(which is less ideal for our cases), Stampede allows us to experiment with more machine
nodes while using the same network interface (an FDR Mellanox device).
We compiled our programs and with the Intel compiler version 15.0.2 using -O3 opti-
mization. The MPI uses the default configuration (-O2). The MXM layer for the MPI
implementation was the same as previously described. Unless explicitly mentioned, all our
tests were performed with 16 threads per node, where a thread is bound to a machine core
(using OMP PROC BIND=close; OMP PLACES=cores).
In each of these experiment, we compare two MPI implementations: one using a priority-
based FIFO lock (CLHP LOCK) and one with with all of our optimizations (SCLHP -
LOCK+WDTS). We focus on the relative performance and shows the speedup as the im-






















































(c) Message Rate (the higher the
better)
Figure 2.13: Performance results in terms of latency, bandwidth and message rate for 16
threads with variable message size. Secondary y-axis shows the speedup.
Figure 2.13 shows our results for the communication benchmarks that we have used in
previous sections in the production supercomputer. This performance is consistent with
previous results. Our method outperforms the baseline for all tested cases. The improvement
of our combined method ranges from 40% to 3.5× depending on the message size.
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2.4.2 Graph500
Graph500 [46] is a communication kernel that generates a large-scale graph, assigns to
each MPI process a fixed set of vertices, and cooperatively traverses the graph in a breadth-
first search until all vertices are visited. The kernel represents irregular access patterns and
fine-grained communication, which is frequently used to evaluate the communication layer
of programming models and runtime system.
Our reference implementation is obtained from the hybrid approach implementation de-
scribed in [47]. We improved this implementation by converting nonblocking calls to blocking
calls and dedicating a subset of threads (half in this experiment) to perform message receiv-
ing. We assign the odd threads as sender and event threads as receiver so that the locality of
data is better. We find that this implementation outperforms the reference implementation;














(a) Weak scaling for problem size scale 24
per node (32 at 256 node), 16 threads per
node, in terms of traversed edges per second












(b) Break down in timing for com-
munication, computation and OMP
thread synchronization (Sync) with in-
creasing number of cores with and
without communication-aware tech-
nique.
Figure 2.14: Graph500 performance from reported harmonic mean over 16 runs. The
Speedup shows relative performance between them.
Our performance results are shown in Figure 2.14. The weak scaling shows our optimiza-
tion consistently outperforms the baseline. This is due to two reasons.
First, the miniapp is communication-bounded as shown in Figure 2.14 (b). SCLHP -
LOCK+WDTS improves the communication which lower their percentage with respect to
computation and synchronization in all cases.
Second, our methods execute MPI more efficiently which reduces the number of cycles a
thread spent inside MPI as shown in Figure 2.14 (c). The variation in cycle of CLHP LOCK
in combination with the increased in number of polls in some cases indicates synchronization
conflicts and wasted CS inside MPI, which is greatly reduced using our implementation. The
cycles spent inside MPI per message clearly reflects the trend of overall speedup (up to 3.8×
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depending on the problem size) that we achieved in Figure 2.14 (a).
2.4.3 HPCCG
HPCCG is a miniapp from the Mantevo benchmark suite [48]. The miniapp represents a
close approximation to a finite-volume application. The communication pattern is irregular,
mainly due to several of Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication steps generated by the applica-
tion. The problem size is determined by the size of the matrix, in this case generated by the
number of rows per process. The communication is performed prior to the local computation
using mainly point-to-point MPI calls.
The benchmark suite also provides three different implementations: MPI-only, MPI+
OpenMP, and OpenMP. The MPI+OpenMP implementation, however, is a MPI THREAD -
SINGLE application where OpenMP is used only for parallel loops. We refer to this
MPI+OpenMP as the reference implementation. Our strategy for the hybrid implementa-
tion is to further subdivide the matrix into smaller domains and assign those smaller domains
to each thread. Thus, each thread has to perform both communication and computation.
Communication between threads in a node is done via shared memory for collectives and
shared states with appropriate synchronization. Where this is not possible, we used MPI by
























(a) Weak scaling execution time in terms of







































(b) Time percentage of point-to-point (P2P)
vs. Allreduce operation with respect to over-
all runtime
Figure 2.15: Performance for HPCCG with 128K matrix rows per node, 16 threads per node.
The performance results are shown in Figure 2.15. With our optimizations we are able
to outperform the baseline method from 3-5% as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). However, the
performance improvement is small and only statistically significant upto 64 nodes due to the
dominant of computation and allreduce operation which is not improved by our algorithms
(as shown in Figure 2.15 (b).
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2.5 RELATED WORKS
Some early work on supporting the interoperability between threads and MPI, such as
MiMPI [49] and MPICH-MT [50], focused only on thread safety issues, since multicore
machines did not exist at that time. Another approach is to implement MPI processes as
threads [18, 51, 52, 53, 54]. While this approach can bring performance benefits for on-node
communication by exploiting efficient data sharing between threads, it requires completely
new implementations of both the MPI runtime and shared-memory programming model
runtime. It also needs compiler support to privatize global variables for each thread because
MPI processes, which are implemented as threads, have to own separate memory space for
global variables.
The issue of granularity and arbitration in supporting thread safety has been studied
before. For example, Dózsa et al. [32] and Balaji et al. [31] studied the replacement of the
MPI coarse-grained lock with fine-grained locks and implemented parallel receive queues
using these locks. The implementation proved to be complex and error-prone, however, and
thus was not completed. On the other hand, thread arbitration was studied in detail first
in [36, 40] and showed significant improvements. In this paper, we have generalized the
previous techniques and improved upon the implementation.
Off-loading MPI communication or network polling to dedicated cores/threads is another
theme of research. MPICH-Madeleine [55] is one of the early MPICH-based implementation
using this approach for supporting threads; it also creates a separate thread for each non-
blocking call, which is different and costlier than our design. The approach is more often
used when MPI communication is integrated into a light-weight threading runtime such
as Habanero-C [56], or Qthreads [57]. Liu et al. [58] demonstrates a general approach to
incorporating user-level threading and MPI, giving different methods for network polling.
We share the polling mechanism. However, these designs are based on top-down solutions:
adding extra layers atop of MPI and therefore having higher latency.
It is worth mentioning that multi-threaded communication can be a solution for heavily
communication-bound applications on multi-core clusters. In this approach, multiple threads
or cores are cooperating to execute communication related codes. USFMPI [59], MT-MPI
[60], and pioman [61] are a few that follow this direction. The technique is orthogonal to
our work and is useful when more than one communication server is required to cope with a
higher message injection rate. One must also watch out for performance degradation when
there are too many concurrent messages in the current NIC architecture, as pointed out by
Luo et al. in [62]. Our packet pool design has already taken that into account.
Communication-aware techniques have been proposed in other related contexts. AMPI [18]
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can selectively schedule only threads whose MPI requests have completed, since it is built on
Charm++ [63]. Charm++ provides a message-driven execution model, in which the arrival
of messages triggers the execution of appropriate chares, the Charm++ word for a task. A
similar technique was studied in [64], where a CPU core was used for progress and to partly
control the continuation of OS-level threads by converting blocking calls to nonblocking
calls. Further improvement can be made by a more tightly coupled design between the
thread scheduler and the network interface [65]. In these works, however, executions require
a centralized entity to control the executions of other entities and thus can result in wasting
a CPU core for the dedicated scheduler.
2.6 SUMMARY AND IMPACT
In this work, we tackled the problem of thread arbitration and synchronization in the con-
text of MPI, and we proposed thread synchronization techniques to improve the communi-
cation performance in multithreaded communication scenarios using MPI THREAD MULTIPLE.
Our techniques reduce the wasted time in the critical section while preserving data lo-
cality. Our method adopts a synchronization counter-based selective wakeup mechanism to
reactivate waiting threads. It relies on electing and assigning at most one waiting thread
to drive a communication context for improved data locality. Furthermore, active threads
are prioritized and synchronized by using a locality-preserving lock that is hierarchical and
exploits unbounded bias for high throughput.
Our method does not count on an additional dedicated communication server but is in-
corporated into the implementation in a decentralized manner, which produces a scalable
runtime system. We implemented our techniques in a production MPI implementation,
MPICH. Experimental results on multicore clusters show significant improvement in syn-
thetic microbenchmarks and two MPI+OpenMP applications.
Since published in [66], the techniques in this work have been incorporated into MPICH
version 3.3 [67]; OpenMPI has also moved towards a similar algorithm for handling threads [68].
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CHAPTER 3: COMMUNICATION IN GRAPH ANALYTICS
FRAMEWORKS
The performance of graph analytics applications on large-scale clusters is usually limited
by communication. These applications are built using a variety of frameworks [69, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78] that are in turn implemented on top of TCP or MPI. MPI can
provide better performance than TCP, but it is not an ideal communication interface for
graph analytics. Indeed, applications in this domain are quite different in their behavior from
the scientific computing applications that MPI was designed for, for the following reasons:
• Graph analytics applications are less compute-intensive than typical scientific applica-
tions; in fact, clusters are used in graph analytics for their large memory rather than
their computational capability. This makes it difficult to overlap communication with
computation to reduce the performance impact of communication.
• Graphs that arise in traditional HPC applications are often uniform-degree graphs, and
their total size increases polynomially in their average diameter. In contrast, graphs of
interest in graph analytics are power-law graphs, and their total size is exponential in
the average diameter [79]. For many problems, it is necessary to use different parallel
algorithms for these two classes of graphs [80].
• Most traditional HPC applications are topology-driven in which identical operations
are performed on each node of a graph. In contrast, efficient graph analytics algorithms
are data-driven algorithms in which computations are performed only at certain active
nodes in the graph. Nodes become active in data-dependent, statically unpredictable
ways, so the patterns of control-flow and data accesses are much more irregular [81].
Because of these factors, an efficient communication system is even more critical for good
end-to-end performance of graph analytics applications than it is for traditional HPC appli-
cations.
Nevertheless, the graph analytic frameworks (Abelian and Gemini) studied in this chapter
exposes that, MPI semantics are not the best match to the needs of graph analytics compu-
tations. Some MPI features, such as its strict message ordering requirements or its support
for wild-cards, are known to be impediments to high message rates, especially with many
concurrent communications [82].
In addition, MPI does not efficiently support receiving messages of unknown size: one
either needs to allocate buffers of maximum message size or add a probing call (MPI PROBE
or MPI IPROBE) to find out message size. MPI implementation also originally does not
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provide support for message-driven scheduling of threads; this is usually implemented by a
polling agent that sits on top of MPI, separate from the polling done by the progress engine
of MPI. Finally, several MPI features such as data-types are not needed by the applications,
but add overheads in the critical path.
3.1 OVERVIEW OF GRAPH ANALYTICS FRAMEWORKS
The Gemini [75] and Abelian [83] systems support vertex programs : some of the nodes in
the graph are initially active, and applying an operator to an active node makes it inactive
and may make some of its neighbors active. An operator can only access the labels of the
active node and its immediate neighbors. A push-style operator reads the active node’s
label and writes its neighbors’ labels, and a pull-style operator reads its neighbors’ labels
and writes the active node’s label. Computation terminates when all nodes are quiescent.
On distributed-memory clusters, the graph is partitioned among hosts using one of many
partitioning policies. Gemini only supports the edge-cut partitioning strategy whereas
Abelian supports general partitioning strategies including edge-cuts and vertex-cuts. For
a edge-partitioned graph, if an edge (u, v) is assigned to a host, the host creates proxies for
nodes u and v and connects them with an edge. Since the edges connected to a given node
in the graph may be partitioned among several hosts, it is possible for a node to have many
proxies in the partitioned graph. One of these proxies is designated the master proxy while
the rest are designated as mirror proxies. The master proxy is responsible for the canonical
value of the vertex for which it is a proxy.
Since the edges incident to a node may be assigned to different hosts, a node may have
multiple proxies. Since the proxies for a given graph node may be read and written by
different hosts, we need a synchronization strategy to coordinate the reads and writes. One
approach is to use distributed shared-memory (DSM) [76] but the overheads of this approach
are substantial. Instead, Abelian and Gemini use the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP)
model for synchronization [84]. The program is executed in rounds, and each round consists
of computation followed by communication.
During the computation phase, each host applies the operators to active nodes in its
partition. The communication phase is used to synchronize the labels of all proxies, and it
can be composed from two patterns. The first, reduce, has all mirror proxies communicate
their values to the master proxy, where the master proxy combines them into a canonical
value. The second, broadcast, has the master proxy communicate the canonical value to all
mirror proxies. Depending on the partitioning policy used as well as the operator (push
or pull), reduce, broadcast, or both are necessary to synchronize the required values. For
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1 struct NodeData { // data on each node
2 float rank;
3 float residual;
4 unsigned int nout;
5 };
6
7 struct pageRank {
8 Graph* graph;
9 void operator ()(GNode src , Abelian :: Context& ctx) {
10 auto& sdata = graph ->getData(src);
11 auto residual_old = sdata.residual.exchange (0.0);
12 sdata.rank += residual_old; //apply residual to self
13 auto delta = residual_old*alpha/sdata.nout;
14 for(auto nbr : graph ->getNeighbor(src)){
15 GNode dst = graph ->getEdgeDst(nbr);
16 auto& dResidual = graph ->getData(dst).residual;
17 dResidual += delta; // update residual of dest
18 if(dResidual > tolerance)




23 Abelian :: for_each(graph , pageRank{graph});
Figure 3.1: PageRank: push-style, data-driven version
example, if a graph node do not have incoming edges or they are assigned to a single partition,
no reduce should be required.
The major difference between Abelian and Gemini is that the Abelian runtime is partition-
aware. It minimizes the communication volume by choosing reduce, broadcast, or both,
based on the partitioning policy. It also minimizes the communication meta-data while
synchronizing only the updated labels, thereby further reducing communication volume.
Gemini supports only edge-cut partitioning, the programming style is similar to Abelian
with operator definitions and explicit communication calls; Abelian contains a compiler that
injects the communication codes [83].
Figure 3.1 shows an Abelian program for a push-style, data-driven computation of pager-
ank [85] written by a programmer. The Abelian::for-each in line 23 constructs the work-list
of active nodes, populating it initially with all the nodes in the graph, and then iterates over
it until the work-list is empty. The work-list is passed to the operator in the context ctx.
The operator computes the update to the pagerank of the active node (delta), and then
pushes this update to all the neighbors of the active node. If the residual at a neighbor
exceeds some user-specified threshold, that neighbor becomes active and is pushed to the
work-list. Note that code has no explicitly parallel constructs.
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3.2 MPI IMPLEMENTATIONS
To understand how the communication pattern is implemented, it is necessary to consider
the in-memory representation of graphs in the Abelian system. On each host, the master
nodes are stored contiguously, followed by mirror nodes. The data for each graph node is
usually a struct with several labels or fields and this data is stored as an array of structs
(AoS).
Not all nodes are active at the same time, and not all labels need to be communicated.
Thus, the data to be communicated from one host to another is not contiguous, neither on
the send side, nor on the receive side. The layouts of communicated data in sender memory
and receiver memory are not identical. Furthermore, what data is communicated changes
at each round, and is data-dependent. Sending each entry in an individual message is not
practical, nor is it feasible to use MPI REDUCE.
In general, each host may need to communicate with each other host. Each send to another
host is preceded by a gather operation that stores in a contiguous buffer the data to be sent
to that host; each receive from another host is followed by a scatter operation that retrieves
data from the contiguous receive buffer and updates the relevant entries.
The update involves copying the data if the communication is a broadcast, or applying a
reduce operation, if the operation is a reduce. The gather and scatter patterns may involve
different sets of hosts at each round. Thus, both cases result in a gather-communicate-
scatter pattern of communication. Note that the same communication pattern holds for
other distributed memory graph frameworks.
If a host needs to communicate values to m other hosts, it is necessary to perform m gather
operations. These gather operations are independent and in principle can be performed in
parallel. Scatter operations can also be parallelized, taking care to avoid races for the reduce
updates.
The communication pattern can be implemented in MPI using either one-sided or two-
sided methods. We next discuss these implementations and their limitations.
3.2.1 MPI Two-sided Implementation
The gather-communicate-scatter pattern is implemented in Abelian as follows. One thread
on each host is dedicated to communication with other hosts. The other threads perform
computation during the local computation phase, but they also participate in communica-
tion during the communication phase; to keep the terminology simple, we refer to them
nevertheless as compute threads.The compute threads perform gathers into buffers in paral-
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lel. Completed buffers are enqueued to the send queue of the communication thread. Once
gathers are complete, the compute threads switch to performing scatters in parallel to pro-
cess messages received from other hosts. The messages from other hosts are processed in an
arbitrary order as they arrive.
The dedicated communication thread interleaves sending and receiving. It checks to see
if there are buffers that need to be sent, and if so, it pushes them out into the network.
It also polls the network for incoming messages, and enqueues them into a receive queue
to be processed by the compute threads. To maximize throughput, no blocking operations
are used. This design is intended to reduce the overhead of communication by parallelizing
gathers and scatters, and overlapping them with communication, and minimize latency and
overheads introduced by the concurrent access to MPI. The MPI THREAD FUNNELED mode is
used, and MPI commands are only issued from the dedicated communication thread. There
are two problems with this design.
First, the lack of back pressure on producers when data is produced faster than consumed.
This is especially problematic with MPI’s eager protocol, as it may lead to the exhaustion
of MPI data buffers. The slow consumption can occur either at the network interface due to
packet injection rate limits on many networks, resulting in buffer exhaustion on the sending
side, or at the consumer, resulting in buffer exhaustion on the receiving side.
The lack of back pressure also increases buffer consumption at the application level, be-
cause of the all-to-all communication pattern. Without a solution, MPI implementation may
hang or crash due to out-of-resources exception.
To resolve the lack of back pressure, the Abelian solution is to add a buffered network
layer which works as follows. For sending messages (maybe different datatypes or fields),
the system buffers small items (those less than the eager-send limit) until either the oldest
buffered message times out or the buffer size exceeds the eager send limit.
This solution reduces buffer consumption of MPI, while capping latency. Custom buffering
is done via thread-safe multi-producer, single consumer queues, the communication thread
pops from this queue and only interacts with MPI serially, which minimizes the thread
synchronization overheads and controls the memory usage of MPI. This solution however,
adds extra overheads over the critical path of the application.
The second issue happens at the receiver. MPI IRECV cannot be used directly, since the
communication is irregular and dynamic (e.g., there is no prior information about the in-
coming message size). Abelian makes use of MPI IPROBE1 with MPI wildcards to handle
1We did not try MPI IMPROBE / MPI MRECV since all communication is done by one thread and, in our
experiments with both MVAPICH2 and IntelMPI, MPI IMPROBE / MPI MRECV is slower and/or hang with
various benchmarks.
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(b) Message Rate benchmark with increas-
ing message window size for 64-byte message
Figure 3.2: Performance comparison of MPI SEND/RECV (no-probe), MPI PROBE
(probe) and LCI (queue) using an adapted OSU latency and message rate test [43] in the
Stampede2 cluster.
incoming data.
The MPI STATUS returned by this function provides the information to start receiving the
message, such as the size of the buffer, the source and tag of the message. Subsequently, a
MPI IRECV is called to continue with the pending communication. The communication thread
uses MPI TEST calls to ensure forward progress. It reclaims buffer space as communications,
both sends and receives, are complete.
This pattern of probing for messages is also problematic for MPI. Firstly, it doubles
the amount of message-matching, one in MPI IPROBE and one in MPI IRECV. Secondly, it
is inefficient for multi-threaded usecase [86, 87]. Thirdly, all messages are unexpected and
requires double buffering in the runtime and in the application. Both Abelian and Gemini
however use this pattern. Figure 3.2 shows the inefficiency of this pattern compared to the
regular MPI pattern.
3.2.2 MPI One-sided Implementation
MPI3 introduces one-sided communication via remote memory access(RMA), which allows
a direct path to RDMA capability of the device and lower the communication overheads of
matching data via matching queues. Abelian implemented a communication layer using
MPI3 RMA. The goal of this MPI RMA implementation is to lower the communication
overheads and other down-side of two-sided communication mentioned above.
Typical MPI RMA implementations [88] are single-threaded, store the entire graph in a
RMA window, and access the graph during computation via MPI RMA calls, thus limiting
computation efficiency and the opportunity for communication aggregation. In contrast,
Abelian creates RMA windows only for receiving aggregated messages during communication
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so that the computation accesses only the local graph.
The main challenge in achieving this is in determining the receive buffer sizes since they
need to be pre-allocated. As mentioned earlier, in graph analytics application, the data
communicated in each round of communication varies widely, even between the same pair
of hosts, however an upper bound can be computed assuming all nodes are active.
In the MPI-RMA communication layer, compute thread performs RMA operations. To
send messages, a host will start an access epoch on its RMA window (MPI WIN START). For
each destination, a parallel gather by all compute threads is performed. This prepares the
send buffer (source data), which is then written using MPI PUT to the remote memory or
buffer of that destination in the host’s window.
Finally, after the MPI PUT is initiated for all remote destinations, the host will complete
the access epoch on its window (MPI WIN COMPLETE). A host exposes its receive buffers
(in different windows) at the end of a round with calls to MPI WIN POST and checks for
the completion of the remote access to its receive buffers with calls to MPI WIN WAIT after
completing the access epoch on its window. When the MPI WIN WAIT for a remote source’s
RMA window returns, the host performs a parallel scatter to process the (local) received
buffer and then posts a new exposure epoch on the source’s window using MPI POST.
The dedicated communication thread in the one-sided MPI communication layer does
not interact with the computation threads. However, the dedicated communication thread
continuously polls the network (MPI IPROBE) to ensure forward progress [89] for the MPI
RMA operations. Since both compute threads and the dedicated communication thread are
issuing MPI commands, this layer uses MPI THREAD MULTIPLE.
The main issue with the MPI RMA implementations is the amount of allocated memory
for the windows. Since the amount of data is unknown (due to unknown active vertices at
each round), Abelian conservatively allocates a maximum amount of possible buffering in
the MPI window. This reduces the locality of the overall communication compared to the
two-sided version, while communication buffers can be reused.
3.3 LOW-LEVEL COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
Based on the study of Abelian and Gemini implementation using MPI layer, we describe
the Light communication interface (LCI) design and implementation which directly maps
communication calls to the lower level network interface. LCI not only reduces the latency
of messages when compared to two-sided or one-sided MPI implementations, but also dy-
namically manages memory requirements, thereby reducing memory usage compared to the
one-sided MPI implementation.
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We present in this section only the design of Queue, an LCI interface specializing to
support Abelian and similar irregular communication patterns. The goal of Queue is to
avoid the short-comings of MPI implementations described above.
• LCI avoids fatal failures due to insufficient network resources. This is done by allow-
ing the upper layer to retry the operation on such events. The MPI standard does
not require implementations to handle resource exhaustion errors and in current MPI
implementations the program crashes when these happen. This problem has to be
mitigated by an additional buffered layer as discussed before.
• LCI supports multi-threading efficiently with a communication server. The interaction
between the server and the compute thread is limited to a single flag. This is not pos-
sible in MPI; a MPI TEST leads to an expensive network poll, thus leading to additional
operations for checking request completion.
• LCI is closer to the network interface. This prevents any buffering and duplicated
functionality due to the complexity of the MPI implementation (e.g. there is no tag-
matching or ordering enforcement in the LCI interface).
Communication in LCI involves the following two steps.
Communication Initiation: Communication is started by obtaining resources for sending
data or checking if there is an incoming packet to process. When successful, the call returns
a request handle which contains a record of the communication and the resources corre-
sponding to the communication. In comparison to an MPI non-blocking function (such as
MPI ISEND), our initiation can fail if there are no available resources (for sender) or there is
no pending communication (for receiver). However the failure is not fatal and simply means
the user should retry at a later time. The two functions for initiation of send and receive
are SEND-ENQ and RECV-DEQ respectively.
Communication Completion After initiation is successful, the communication is now in
progress. The progress is implicit and typically ensured by a communication server. When
the communication is finished, a boolean flag is set. In comparison to MPI functions such as
MPI TEST or MPI WAIT, our mechanism is more lightweight: there is no need for a function
call; the user maintains a list of requests and checks the status flag fields.
To implement Queue, we make use of some abstractions for interacting with the underlying
network APIs. We present here a simplified version of this list of functions:
• lc send(p): submit a command to the network which transfers a limited-size packet
structure (p) enclosing a header with some information such as a rank and tag of the
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Algorithm 3.1 SEND-ENQ operation (executed by thread)
1: P : a global concurrent packet pool.
2:
3: procedure SEND-ENQ(b, s, h, t) . : buffer, size, rank, tag
4: p = packetAlloc(P, s, h, t)
5: if p then
6: r = makeRequest(p)















destination, the type of the packet, and some data. Every host has to maintain a fixed
number of buffers for receiving these packets.
• lc put(p, src → dst): submit a command to the network which transfers data from
a source buffer (src) to a target buffer (dst), identified by a host and key for address
translation enclosed in the packet p.
• lc progress(): ensure progress of the communication such as flushing outgoing data
and peeking for an incoming packet. If a packet is received, from any host, the function
returns it to the caller.
lc send and lc put are non-blocking and are typically very short. They can be executed
by both communication and computation threads. lc progress can take longer since it
typically requires draining the network driver by executing the network progressing functions.
Hence, it is only executed by the communication thread.
lc send is provided by most network interface APIs and is typically used for short mes-
sages in an eager protocol. lc put can be implemented directly by the hardware if the
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Algorithm 3.2 RECV-DEQ interface (executed by thread)
1: Q: a global concurrent queue.
2: P : a global concurrent packet pool.
3:
4: procedure RECV-DEQ(∗b, ∗s, ∗h, ∗t)
5: . : pointer to buffer, size, rank, tag
6: p = dequeue(Q)
7: if !p then . Q is empty
8: return NULL
9: end if
10: r ← makeRequest(p)
11: (∗s, ∗h, ∗t)← p.header
12: ∗b← allocate(∗s)












network interface supports RDMA. In particular, for psm2, the native network API of Omni-
Path, lc put is implemented by translating target identification to a special tag. This is
convenient enough since psm2 has a rich set of tag-matching interfaces (96 bits can be used
for matching purposes).
On the other hand, for ibverbs of Infiniband devices, our implementation using reliable
connection (RC) is straightforward: both lc send and lc put map directly to ibv post -
send calls using IBV WR SEND and IBV WR RDMA WRITE work request respectively 2.
The pseudocode for send and receive with the Queue interface is presented in Algo-
rithms 3.1 and 3.2 for both eager and rendezvous protocols (selected automatically de-
pending on the size of the incoming buffer). A request is a structure for storing the ongoing
communication status and ties to a packet for flow control.
The rest of the communication is done by the communication server as presented in
2RC is sufficient for our current purpose since we maintain one process per host. One can also emulate
RDMA atop other connection types like in [90, 91].
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Algorithm 3.3 Network progress (executed by server)
1: Q: a global concurrent queue.
2: P : a global concurrent packet pool.
3:
4: procedure Network-Progress
5: p← lc progress
6: if p.type is EGR or RTS then
7: enqueue(Q, p)
8: else if p.type is RTR then
9: p.type← RDMA
10: lc put(p, p.src→ p.dst)





Algorithm 3.3. The basic idea is for the communication server to progress the network and
execute appropriate callbacks for each packet type. Specifically, packet types are as follows:
EGR - eager packet for short protocol which includes the data; RTS, RTR - ready-to-
send and ready-to-receive control packets respectively, which are commonly used for the
rendezvous protocol to exchange the buffer addresses; and RDMA - packet specifically for
the lc put operation.
The algorithms also rely on two variables P and Q which are accessed atomically for
supporting thread-safety: packetAlloc/Free - to allocate/free a packet; enqueue/dequeue -
to store/retrieve incoming packets. These operations can be easily implemented with a
concurrent pool and a concurrent queue respectively. We implemented the locality-aware
packet pool presented in [82] and the fetch-and-add based MPMC queue presented in [92].
The size of the packet pool determines the maximum injection rate, which is typically a
small constant times the number of hosts. The allocator can be any thread-safe memory
manager; in our case, it is Abelian’s allocator.
Due to its simple semantics, Queue can maintain a short matching queue at all times.
Unlike MPI, ordering semantics are not required and not enforced. Instead, the SEND-ENQ
returns the first arriving packet. We name this the first-packet policy. If needed, the user
can ensure completion ordering by draining their pending requests before submitting more
packets to the network or by maintaining an ordered list of pending requests and checking
them in order. In particular, Abelian’s communication thread maintains this order with
respect to a specific incoming host.
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Table 3.1: Inputs and their key properties.
clueweb12 kron30 rmat28
|V | 978M 1073M 268M
|E| 42,574M 10,791M 4,295M
|E|/|V | 44 16 16
max Dout 7,447 3.2M 4M
max Din 75M 3.2M 0.3M
The simple first-packet policy fits naturally into Abelian’s communication layer since in-
coming data within a communication phase can be processed in any order. Further, since
this is designed to match our higher layer, a thread can send a serialized message through
SEND-ENQ and use RECV-DEQ for probing incoming messages.
Abelian’s communication layer maintains a list of incomplete requests, and can start
freeing resources (for sent requests) or deserializing incoming data (for received requests) by
simply checking the boolean-type status of each request.
3.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the LCI communication layer on the Abelian and Gemini
systems, we used a number of standard graph applications: breadth-first search (bfs), con-
nected components (cc), single-source shortest path (sssp), and pagerank (pagerank). Ta-
ble 3.1 shows the input graphs used in the experiments along with their properties; clueweb12
is one of the largest publicly available web-crawl graphs while rmat28 and kron30 are syn-
thetically generated scale-free graphs. Abelian uses an advanced vertex-cut partitioning
policy [93], whereas Gemini uses a simple blocked edge-cut partitioning policy [75] that tries
to balance the assigned edges across hosts.
Most of the experiments were done on the Texas Advanced Computing Center’s Stam-
pede2 KNL Cluster (Stampede2). We also perform a subset of experiments on the Stampede
SandyBridge Cluster (Stampede1). All code is compiled using gcc version 7.1.0 and 4.9.3
on Stampede2 and Stampede1 respectively. In each cluster, we selected the default MPI im-
plementation that is available, we also present some results for other MPI implementations.
The results are an avarage of 5 runs using one thread per core, excluding graph construction
time. All algorithms are run until convergence, except for pagerank which is run up to 100
iterations.
Abelian performance results : Figure 3.3(a) shows the execution time of Abelian programs

















































































































































(b) Gemini with LCI and MPI-Probe runtimes.
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(a) Memory usage of communication buffers - maxi-
mum and minimum across hosts: Abelian with LCI


































































(b) Breakdown of execution time of an iter-
ation on kron30 at 128 hosts on Stampede2
Figure 3.4: Analysis of the Abelian Performance.
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layers. With MPI two-sided, Abelian does not scale well due to the high overheads of multi-
threaded communication and the irregular communication patterns that MPI PROBE does not
handle well. LCI on the other hand, is able to achieve comparable or better performance
than MPI-RMA at various settings. RMA window creation time is excluded in MPI-RMA
results, otherwise LCI outperforms MPI-RMA in all cases.
We also observe that the improvement is more significant when the application runs with
more iterations where there are more communication rounds like in the case of pagerank.
The advantage of LCI vs. MPI-RMA is really in the memory usage, which is sometimes
reflected in performance. At 128 hosts, LCI achieves a geometric mean speedup of 1.34×
over MPI-Probe and 1.08× over MPI-RMA.
To determine the size of the working set of communication buffers, we instrumented the
code to count the size of allocation and deallocation of the buffers. The memory usage or
footprint of a host is the maximum size of the working set during execution. Figure 3.4(a)
shows the maximum and the minimum memory footprints across hosts of LCI compared to
MPI-RMA (this excludes the memory used internally by MPI and only considers the allocated
memory by Abelian’s code).
The memory footprint of LCI is much smaller for all applications on all hosts than MPI-
RMA. Due to its design, LCI can quickly recycle buffers, thus reducing memory usage and
improving locality. Maximum and minimum memory footprints for MPI-RMA are close to
each other. The memory usage of MPI-RMA can be up to an order of magnitude higher
than that of LCI because MPI-RMA has to preallocate all buffers with a size that is the
upper-bound of memory required for communication.
Figure 3.4(b) shows the time spent in computation and non-overlapped communication for
kron30 on 128 hosts. As expected, the changes in performance come from the communication
component. In most applications, LCI performs best, or comparable to MPI-RMA. LCI
outperforms MPI-Probe since it has lower communication overhead and outperforms MPI-
RMA because of the reuse of communication buffers.
Gemini performance results : Figure 3.3(b) presents the total execution time of Gemini
with MPI-Probe and LCI. All algorithms are run until convergence. The performance be-
havior (or difference) is roughly similar to that of the Abelian system. In kron30 and rmat28
where communication overheads present a significant fraction of the total communication,
we see significant improvement in performance by using LCI. Across all applications at 128
hosts, the geometric mean speedup of LCI over MPI-Probe in communication is 2×, yielding
an execution time speedup of 1.64×.
Similarly as Abelian, the performance improvement comes from the better multi-threaded
communication. Further, Gemini is using MPI PROBE concurrently, which prevents it to scale
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Table 3.2: Total execution time (seconds) for Abelian at 128 hosts using the rmat28 graph
on two different clusters.
Stampede2 Stampede1
LCI MPI-Probe MPI-RMA LCI MPI-Probe MPI-RMA
bfs 0.59 0.60 0.62 0.50 0.52 0.55
cc 0.95 1.44 1.21 1.12 1.15 1.21
pagerank 17.60 44.26 33.21 22.05 23.09 27.65
sssp 1.11 1.17 1.11 1.09 1.12 1.24
Table 3.3: Total execution time (seconds) for Abelian at 128 hosts using kron30 graph with
LCI and other MPI implementations on Stampede2. Timing in parentheses are window
creation time which are excluded from the other results.
bfs cc pagerank sssp
LCI 1.17 2.41 89.72 2.46
IntelMPI-Probe 1.41 2.95 174.67 2.94
MVAPICH2-Probe 1.40 2.93 177.72 2.82
OpenMPI-Probe 1.33 2.99 171.57 2.82
IntelMPI-RMA (+1.4) 1.06 2.36 87.84 1.93
MVAPICH2-RMA (+1.8) 1.14 2.29 93.53 2.13
OpenMPI-RMA (+1.2) 1.21 2.34 93.74 2.25
to large number of threads.
Performance of Abelian on different MPI implementations : One may argue that a better
MPI implementation can improve the performance, though we believe the differences between
LCI and MPI are fundamental. To verify that via empirical results, we ran some experiments
using OpenMPI (commit f9b157) and MVAPICH 2.3b (both are latest at the time tested
and configured with psm2) on Stampede2. The results in Table 3.3 show that LCI remains the
winner compared to other MPI implementations. There is no clear winner between different
MPI implementations, though IntelMPI-RMA performs best in the majority of cases. LCI is
again closest in performance to RMA implementations, and is better if we include time for
window creation in the result.
Performance of LCI on other networks : To show that LCI and its performance is portable
to other NICs, we ran a subset of experiments on the Stampede1 cluster which is equiped
with a Mellanox Infiniband FDR network. We do not focus on this cluster because it has
fewer cores on each host (16 compared to 68) and is an older supercomputer. Nevertheless,
the results show a similar trend, LCI performs better in all tested cases and closely matches
the performance in the Stampede2 cluster as shown in Table 3.2; the exception is that
MPI-RMA is actually the slowest. We believe this is because locality of communication is




Many frameworks for distributed-memory graph analytics have been discussed in the lit-
erature [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. Most of these systems use either MPI or
TCP/IP as the underlying communication layer.
Several communication libraries have been developed to provide lower-level support to
parallel programming languages and libraries. This includes ARMCI [94], an library devel-
oped to support Global Arrays, and GASNet [95], developed to support PGAS languages
such as UPC [96]. Neither of these libraries is designed to cope with high thread counts.
Other communication libraries based on the active message (AM) paradigm have been
proposed as appropriate for problems with irregular, dynamic communication patterns [97,
98]. The use of AM provides great flexibility but introduces an unnecessary software overhead
for many simple data-transfer patterns. Moreover, it is typically prohibited to perform
blocking or time-consuming operations on an AM handler. They may also force the use of
a CPU proxy for communications targeting GPUs. A possible promising direction would
be to upload handlers to the NIC [99] but this raises system management issues that have
plagued similar approaches in the past.
UCX [30] and Libfabric [91] are actively under development as generic communication
layers; both provide great flexibility but do not optimize for a specific domain. Further, our
initial investigation of these libraries does not show good performance with threads.
3.6 SUMMARY AND IMPACT
This section described our works on distributed-memory graph frameworks, an increasingly
important area that requires high-performance technologies. We designed LCI layer targeting
this pattern, based upon the studies of a state-of-the-art graph analytics system called
Abelian, through analyzing and evaluating the performance of two existing Abelian’s MPI-
based communication layers.
LCI can be used with other graph analytics systems, such as Gemini, another state-of-
the-art graph analytics framework with similar patterns of communication. Our experiments
show that LCI-based communication system reduces communication time by a factor of up
to 2× for a collection of standard graph analytics benchmarks. LCI requires only a few
primitive network operations, allowing it to be easily ported to other systems. We have
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implemented LCI on top of ibverbs, psm2, and Libfabric, which is sufficient for LCI to
run on almost all modern platforms.
The development of Abelian and its communication optimization has been released to
public at https://github.com/IntelligentSoftwareSystems/Galois and [100]. The
work has been gaining popularity and has also integrated with heterogeneous architectures
such as GPU, through the work [101], which won a best poster award. LCI described in
this chapter is the baseline for our development of a new communication library that targets
application frameworks.
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CHAPTER 4: EFFICIENT SYNCHRONIZATION WITH BIT-VECTORS
The increased heterogeneity of HPC systems, and the increased variability in CPU speed,
due to thermal control, have motivated a renewed interest in task-oriented programming
models, where light-weight tasks (LWT) are dynamically scheduled when their dependencies
are satisfied or other events triggered their execution. Examples include Graph analytics
like in previous chapter, OpenMP [102], Charm++ [103], Legion [104] and Parsec [105].
When such systems are implemented on top of distributed memory platforms (as is the case
for Charm++, Legion or Parsec), or when they interface with message-passing systems (as is
needed for OpenMP, Graph analytics), tasks may often be descheduled and rescheduled, due
to dependencies on communication events. Thus, it is important to optimize the performance
of the wait-signal synchronization: A task yields or blocks, waiting for a signal, using a wait
call; and the signal is delivered, by another task or by the communication library, using a
signal call. We raise a question: what is the minimum cost for this kind of interaction?
The fast triggering of a computation upon message arrival is, or course, fundamental to
the active message paradigm [25]. But active message handlers usually are short, predefined,
stateless function that execute in the context of the communication library [26]; their use
do not replace the need for fast scheduling of application tasks. Instead, the active message
handler is used to interface with the task scheduler, e.g., by enqueuing the signaled task into
a ready queue of runnable tasks.
In the context of communication, the performance of a signal is the most critical, since
signal is issued by the communication library and can be a sequential bottleneck. A 400
Gb/s network can deliver a 64 byte message in 1.3ns, and future adapters are expected
to handle message rates in excess of 100M/sec. The message handler, which includes the
signaling logic, will need to execute in few instructions with only a couple of cache misses;
even better, it should be simple enough so that it can be implemented in NIC hardware. The
sequential bottleneck of handling incoming messages can be alleviated by splitting traffic and
handling multiple streams in parallel, but this is a ”solution of last resort”, since the static
partitioning of message streams causes algorithmic inefficiencies.
The performance of wait is less critical since the wait is executed by a running task,
and the cost is amortized with a high enough number of concurrent tasks. Both wait and
signal however are equally important for synchronization between tasks, but fairness of their
execution is usually not a major consideration.
In a parallel loop construct, tasks can executed in any order; thread libraries such as Cilk
mostly use a LIFO scheduling policy [106, 107]. Similarly, support for priorities is also not
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a major concern. OpenMP provides a priority modifier for tasks, but this is only a hint
that can be ignored. Some systems require support for high-priority control messages as
distinct from low priority data messages. Since tasks are usually non-preemptable, priori-
ties are better handled by having separate task pools for throughput and latency oriented
multitasking.
Our goal in this chapter is to develop a scheduler for LWTs, so that a signal operation be
extremely fast, without suffering a significant deterioration in the performance of other prim-
itives. We formulate the problem of signal-wait with respect to concurrent communication,
then develop a solution to efficiently tackle such issue.
4.1 THE RELAXED PRODUCER-CONSUMER PROBLEM
The most frequent synchronization pattern in parallel computing is producer-consumer
synchronization: The producer fills a buffer, marks it full and does not fill it again until
it is marked empty; the consumer reads the buffer, marks it empty, and does not consume
it again until it is marked full. When producer and consumer are on different nodes, the
protocol is mediated by the communication library that acts on behalf of a remote producer
or a remote consumer – depending on the type of communication used.
For parallel computing and distributed-memory synchronization, it is often the case that
only one-way synchronization is required for each buffer transfer as each producer is also a
consumer and the reverse communication completes the handshake. That is, the consumer
waits for the producer, but the producer can go ahead placing the data without checking
that the buffer is empty. This type of synchronization is typical of event-driven code, where
a thread is scheduled when its data is available. The producer of the data knows in ad-
vance who is the consumer of such data, or where produced data should be deposited via
initialization or via a hand-shake that happens before.
We name this a Relaxed version of Single-Item Producer-Consumer (RSPC) to distinguish
from the full protocol where both producer and consumer wait for each other. The generic
code for such synchronization is illustrated in Listing 4.1.
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7 Wait -until -set (s.flag)
8 TakeItem(s.buffer)










10 while (!s.flag) do
11 CondWait(s.cond , s.mutex)
12 UnLock(s.mutex)
13 TakeItem(s.buffer)








To implement, one can use a polling approach for Wait-until-set by busy waiting for
the flag, thus Notify can be a no-op. This is however often undesirable and unscalable since
computing cycles are wasted. A better approach is for the consumer to be descheduled, and
later be enabled by the producer. The method is often implemented using Condition Variable
synchronization object as in Listing 4.2. Mutual exclusion is required since otherwise the













Figure 4.1: State diagram of an LWT and its associated bit value.
Another alternative solution is to use a binary Semaphore such as in Listing 4.3. Semaphore
full indicates the flag is set and item is ready to be consumed; V(full) set counter to 1
and signal any waiting thread; P(full) check the counter, if it is 0 then the thread has to
wait. 1 The mutual exclusion is not explicit in the code listing but it is still needed; it is
hidden in the implementation of the Semaphore.
4.2 THREAD SCHEDULING USING BIT-VECTORS
Like other task schedulers, FULT is maintaining a separate list of runnable tasks at each
worker; work-stealing is used to load-balance across workers. The major difference between
FULT and other task schedulers is the structure used to maintain this list. We are using for
that purpose a bit-vector, where each bit represents the following:
• The index of the bit represents a unique LWT which was assigned this index at spawn
time.
• If the value of the bit is 0, the LWT is not runnable; it might be running or blocked.
• If the value of the bit is 1, the LWT might be runnable.
The use of a bit-vector reduces significantly the overhead of changing the status of an
LWT, by marking it runnable (signal) or making it not runnable (when it is scheduled or
blocked); it could increase the cost of scheduling a task or of work stealing.
The bit-vector provides an approximate version of the state of an LWT. The actual state
of the LWT is found when the scheduler checks the data structure associate with the LWT.
This approach is correct and yields good performance if false positives (LWTs marked one
but not runnable) are rare.
1Since this is a relaxed problem, we do not need an addition Semaphore to make sure the buffer is to
empty before the new item is placed.
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4.2.1 The Baseline Algorithm
We now describe the baseline algorithm for scheduling using a bit-vector. The baseline
version assumes a limited number of concurrent LWTs. In other words, we assume that
the time to traverse the entire bit-vector is low. In practice, with a typical 64-byte cache
line size, a worker can traverse up to 512 concurrent LWTs with a single cache miss. The
traversal can be executed with few instructions, using leading zero count vector intrinsic.
We later show how to support larger LWT counts.
We first also assume that an LWT can only perform the following operations:
• Spawn: spawn a new LWT on a specific worker.
• Yield: An LWT is suspended temporarily but remains runnable.
Algorithm 4.1 Thread scheduler using bit-vector
1: procedure SimpleScheduler(ω, V : corresponding worker and its bit-vector)
2: while !ω.stop do
3: for word in V do
4: if word 6= 0 then
5: localWord := 0
6: AtomicExchg(word, localWord)
7: while localWord 6= 0 do
8: b := Leadingbit(localWord)
9: localWord := ClearBit(localWord, b)







Algorithm 4.2 Spawn called by an LWT
procedure Spawn(f , ω) . function for this LWT, worker that is spawned to.
b := GetBit(ω)






Algorithm 4.3 Yield(ω, f): called by an LWT





The scheduler works as follows. A worker first looks for an LWT that might be runnable
by finding one bits in the bit-vector. Then it looks up in another array using the index of
the bit to find the LWT descriptor. Once a runnable LWT is found, it is executed by the
worker.
The scheduler marks eagerly LWTs that are runnable, so as to make sure they are consid-
ered by the scheduler. On the other hand, it can zero the LWT bit lazily, since information
on the status of the LWT can also be kept in its descriptor. The bit needs to be zeroed
when an LWT is running, when it is blocked and when it exits. We choose to make the first
transition eagerly: When the worker picks an LWT to run, the corresponding bit is in the
worker’s cache, so that marking the bit then is efficient. The bit is not zeroed immediately
when an LWT blocks or exits. It is changed to one as soon as a thread yields. This policy
optimizes case where LWTs execute to completion or are suspended only if blocked, waiting
for an event. The use of yield while an LWT is not required to suspend is inefficient and is
often used to enable polling by ohter LWTs for the completion of events. The support of
event-driven scheduling reduces the need for polling. It is worth noticing that most OpenMP
implementations implement OpenMP taskyield as a noop.
Algorithm 4.1 describes this scheduling strategy. We assume a bit-vector is implemented
as an array of 64-bit values. Each time a worker traverses this array, it makes a copy of
a specific word and also exchange it with a 0 value, clearing the bits in that word. The
scheduler will then execute in sequence all the LWTs with a bit set in this word. This is
done by repeatedly finding the first non-zero bit and flipping it, until the entire word is zero.
The actual LWT is found in the array of LWTs using the bit and word indices. The use of
atomic exchange for a word is a practical decision, since most of the modern machine atomic
instructions work better at the level of 64-bit word; and further, the copy of the word is now
local to the worker thus avoiding cache misses and preventing data races that might occur
when another worker tries to modify the bit-vector (for remote signaling or work stealing).
Algorithm 4.2, 4.3 describe the implementation of Spawn and Yield. When a new LWT
is spawned, a free bit is obtained from a pool of free indices. At this point, to make sure the
LWT will be picked up by the worker, we set the associated bit in the bit-vector. The Yield
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is simpler: We set the bit before switching to the scheduler’s code. For simplicity, we assume
a Join operation is implemented by Yield-ing until the LWT being joined completed; we
shall later optimize the Join operation.
There are no data races in the scheduler if GetBit and SetBit are thread-safe. The only
possible interaction between workers, without work-stealing and remote signaling, is when
an LWT is spawned at a remote worker. The spawn requires two calls, GetThread and
GetBit. The former is implemented by a concurrent pool, while the latter is implemented
via an atomic bit set – which is provided by most of the modern machines. When an LWT
exits, its bit is garbage collected to the pool of free indices.
No strong fairness condition such as FIFO is guaranteed (later in Section 4.2.3 we show
how it can be approximated if needed with an appropriate implementation). The baseline
algorithm maintains a progress property: a spawned or runnable LWT will be eventually
executed or resumed. This property is enforced via the way we traverse the bit-vector. To
show that this is true, the atomic exchange can be considered as taking a snapshot of the
global state. In this snapshot, if an LWT is marked, it will be scheduled after all LWTs
having smaller indices are scheduled, which is bounded by the total length of the bit-vector.
4.2.2 Signal/Wait Synchronization Primitive
We add now the following two synchronization primitives to the baseline algorithm:
• Wait(): Suspends the current LWT without marking it runnable i.e. leaving the bit
as 0; the LWT is blocked.
• Signal(t): Sets the bit associated with the LWT t as 1, making it runnable.
Signal(t) marks LWT t as runnable. The signal can occur either before or after the
target LWT calls Wait — this avoids the need for mutual exclusion in the producer-consumer
synchronization protocol – with a significant reduction in cost. On the downside, the signal
may be lost if the target LWT yields (with a call to yield, rather than wait), after the signal
was raised. Thus, we decree that the behavior of Signal(t) is undefined if the signal call
is concurrent with a Yield() call executed by t. This is a minor inconvenience, in practice.
Behavior is also undefined if the signaled LWT has terminated or if no Wait() call ever
matches the Signal(t) call. Multiple concurrent Signal(t) calls to the same LWT have
the same effect as one call.
The implementation is straightforward if Signal(t) is only invoked by the worker that
owns LWT t. If Signal can be called by another worker, a data race can happen; therefore,
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bit updates need to be done using atomic operations. The atomic bit update can be done
with either fetch and or or atomic bitset instruction which are provided by most modern
machine.
There is no need for updating the state of the LWT when its bit is modified, even though a
0 is associated with multiple states. The scheduler only cares whether an LWT is runnable
or not, and does not care whether the LWT cannot be scheduled because it is invalid, is
already running, is blocked, or has terminated.
By retaining at most one premature signal, one can solve the producer-consumer problem
without mutual exclusion. The pseudo-code for such solution are shown in Listing 4.4.
Since SetFlag happens before Signal, then the only possible data race is when the Signal
happens in between Line 7 and Line 8. Since that signal is retained in our scheduler, the
thread will eventually be scheduled. The while loop in the code is necessary if the thread
can receive signals other than from the consumer, creating spurious wakeups [108].







7 while (!s.flag) do
8 Wait()
4.2.3 Supporting Generic Tasks and Synchronizations
We assumed in the previous section that the bit-vector is short so that it can be traversed
with low overhead. The length of the vector is limiting the number of concurrent LWTs, but
not the total number of LWTs spawned during execution. For many applications a limit of
256 LWTs per worker is adequate, but some systems may require larger LWT counts; the
inability to spawn a new LWT until some other LWT completed may cause deadlocks.
We can support a larger number of concurrent LWTs at modest cost. The idea is to use
a hierarchical bit-vector structure. More specifically, the first-level bit-vector can be used as
a “hint” to index into the next level bit-vector. That is, each bit in the first level bit-vector
indicates which bit-vector at the next level may have a set bit. A Signal sets the associated
bit in each level from bottom to top, while a worker schedules by traversing the structure





Figure 4.2: An illustration of 2-level bit-vector, where each bit of the upper level approxi-
mates a group of 4-bit in the lower level.
It is easy to see that there is never a persistent state where the upper level and lower level
are inconsistent. Such transient situation can occur when a bit is flipped at one level and
is not yet flipped at the other level. Since the top level is considered to be only a hint, a
transaction is committed when the lower level bit-vector is modified, and these changes are
atomic. To prevent races and improve performance, we flip bits from 1 to 0 lower level first,
higher level next; and flip bits from 0 to 1 higher level first and lower level next. Figure 4.2
illustrates this data structure, and the possible ”false positive” case.
Suppose we can tolerate up to two cache misses to find a runnable LWT, and each cache
line is still 64-byte. The first level can contain 512 bits, each bit hints to a bit-vector with
length 512-bit in the second layer. Then in total we can afford up to 256K concurrent
execution LWTs per worker. A system with 64, 4-way multithreaded cores will support
more than 16M concurrent LWTs, more than enough for practical applications.
Load-balancing with work-stealing A common algorithm for load balancing across a
large number of workers is work-stealing [109, 110]: Each worker maintains its own work list;
spawned tasks are added to the local list and tasks are picked for execution from the local
list. However, if a worker is left with an empty list, it then ”steals” a task for execution
from the list of another randomly chosen worker. While it is sufficient to steal one task at
a time, better performance is obtained if more tasks are stolen at a time.
Hendler and Shavit [111], following on previous work by Rudolph et al. [112] analyze a
probabilistic steal-half procedure whereas workers probabilistically decide whether to steal
based on the workload; if they decide to steal, then they pick a random worker and, if the
chosen worker has more tasks, they pick half of this surplus. This strategy ensures that, at
any point in time during the execution, the expected number of tasks at any worker is at
most a constant factor larger than average number per worker, provided that only a fixed
number of new tasks can be generated at a worker in between steal attempts. This also
imply that the expected total computation time will be O(W/p + S), where W (work) is
the total number of operations performed, and S (Span) is the critical path length of the
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Algorithm 4.4 Worker scheduler with Work-Stealing
1: procedure Scheduler(ω, V : corresponding worker and its bit-vector)
2: while !ω.stop do
3: hasWork := 0
4: for word in V do
5: if word 6= 0 then
6: localWord := 0
7: AtomicExchg(word, localWord)
8: while localWord 6= 0 do
9: b := Leadingbit(localWord)
10: localWord := ClearBit(localWord, b)
11: t := GetThread(ω, b)
12: ContextSwap(ω, t)




17: if !hasWork then






The usual data structure used for work list is that of a dequeue: the local scheduler
manages the list in FIFO order, while stealing workers access the other end of the list.
However, the previous theorem holds for any structure that ensures that stealing has a
constant overhead. In our case, a thief directly works on the bit-vector of the victim until
it has found a word with runnable LWTs, which in most cases is a constant time operation.
While we do not follow the exact probabilistic strategy that was analyzed in the referenced
papers, work-stealing algorithms tend to be robust and experiments show that our variant
has the desired behavior.
The critical issue is to avoid data races and contention when multiple workers attempt
to steal from the same list. Data races are avoided as work-stealing uses the same atomic
operation as the local scheduler, namely atomically copying a word from the bit-vector into
a private word, and zeroing the entries in the bit vector. Congestion could occur if multiple
workers try to grab the same word. Congestion does not seem to be a problem, in practice,
as a thief will continue to the next word on an unsuccessful swap instead of retrying on the
same one. Algorithm 4.4 and 4.5 shows the scheduler code work and the steal routine for a
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Algorithm 4.5 Steal(ω, ω′)
1: procedure Stealing(ω: thief or current executing worker, ω′, V ′: corresponding victim
and its bit-vector)
2: for word in V ′ do
3: if word 6= 0 then
4: localWord := word
5: AtomicExchg(word, localWord)
6: while localWord 6= 0 do
7: b := Leadingbit(localWord)
8: localWord := ClearBit(localWord, b)







1-level thread scheduler in the absence of Signal calls.
Work stealing requires additional work if signals are supported: A 1 bit may indicate an
LWT that is running but was signaled. Such an LWT should not be stolen. We handle
this situation by having the thief reset one bits in the original bit-vector for all LWT’s for
which this situation occurs. This can be done in one operation that resets all needed bits in
the target word, using a suitable mask and an atomic fetch&or. However, in a contended
case, it is still possible that two workers find the same 1-bit and try to run the same LWT.
Therefore, whenever work-stealing is needed, a worker performs compare&swap (CAS) on an
additional status flag of the LWT object to break the tie and ensuring that only one worker
will execute the LWT.
Another more elegant solution for the above problem is to use more than one bit to fully
represent the state of an LWT. It is possible to encode the states so that both signaling
and stealing can be executed with one atomic fetch&and. We plan to explore this method
compared to our current implementation for performance in future work.
In our design, work-stealing does not imply LWT migration. The ownership of the LWT
returns to the original owner when the LWT yields or blocks. (However, if it spawns children,
the children are owned by the thief.) With such an approach, an LWT is permanently
associated with a bit in a bit-vector, and a signal can directly target this bit.
We can also support migration, in which case, a signal will require an indirection, for
checking the bit location in the LWT descriptor. As we allow signals to be lost if the target
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thread yields, it is possible to permanently migrate a stolen LWT at the point where it
executes a yield, without worrying about signal redirection. This simplifies the migration
procedure.
A migration then consists of the following steps:
1. Allocate a new bit in the bit-vector of the thief.
2. Update the LWT descriptor to point to the new bit.
3. Mark the new LWT as runnable.
A signal may go into the old location while the migration is happening during step (2),
this signal is therefore lost, which is consistent with our definition of signal before a yield.
After step (2) is done, the migrated LWT should now have the new information which points
to new worker, thus any new signal will go to the correct location.
Spawn and Join Optimization Since sometimes FIFO/LIFO order matter for certain
problems, the scheduler can be configured to approximate this behavior. The trick is to
control the order in which bits are allocated and the order of traversing the bit vector. First,
the index of the bit assigned at each Spawn keeps increasing until we are out of bit indices
or when some bit indices are recycled. Second, if depth-first is preferred, a worker traverses
its bit-vectors from the largest bit back to smallest; and vice-versa for breadth-first. The
default scheduler, which we used in the experiment, approximates a depth-first scheduler
(similar as Cilk), which has a good provable bound on memory space [106].
The implementation of Join can be optimized when an LWT attempts to join its own
children. This is a direct application for Wait/Signal. In this approach, each LWT keeps
a pointer to its parent so that when the LWT is exiting, it can perform a Signal. Further,
when the parent and the child are from the same worker, instead of Signal, the worker can
start working directly on the parent. When an LWT spawns and joins more than one child,
an additional counter can be used to avoid signaling the parent multiple time. Note that this
optimization fits well with to our scheduler since our wait/signal is very efficient. Qthreads
uses its Full-Empty Bit synchronization object for joining which is directly comparable to
our optimization.
Other Synchronizations Although not encouraged, LWTs might have to support mutual
exclusion. We provided two types of locks. One is spinlock which is implemented using a
simple test-and-set. The user should use this lock only if conflicts are rare. It is erroneous
for an LWT to hold a spinlock while suspending. The second type of lock is qlock which
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(b) Performance in terms of Instruction count .
Figure 4.3: Performance of FULT Spawn and Join with one and two-level bit-vector (fult-1l,
fult-l2), in comparison to Argobots (abt) and Qthreads (qth)
is more integrated with the scheduler and makes use of spinlock for the implementation.
This lock allows the LWT to perform Wait while being recorded in a FIFO queue. The
owner of the lock shall Signal one thread in this queue once it has finished. The spinlock
is required to avoid data races when some LWTs are being added the queue, while the owner
LWT is releasing the lock. A counting barrier is also implemented atop of qlock and a
counter. Since a queue is involved in both of these objects, the implementation of FULT is
very similar to that of Qthreads lock and barrier based on Full/Empty Bit. We later show
that we get better performance due to the more efficient Signal/Wait.
4.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
All of our experiments in this section were done on the Texas Advanced Computing
Center’s Stampede2 KNL Cluster (Stampede2). A KNL compute node consists of 68 cores
with a speed of 1.4Ghz; the fast memory is configured in cache mode, providing 16GB L3
MCDRAM cache. Code is compiled using Intel icc compiler version 17.0.4. We mainly
compare FULT with Argobots git commit 8e1588 and Qthreads git commit 930314; both
are the latest at the time of the experiment. Unless specified, a worker in each of the
thread systems is bound to a core, and each worker works on its own private run-queue
(i.e. shepherd of Qthreads, pool of Argobots). The scheduler of Qthreads uses work-stealing
whereas Argobots performs load balancing by assigning LWTs to workers in a round-robin
manner. The profiling information (such as cache misses) is gathered using the PAPI toolkit
available on the system [113].
We evaluate the runtime overhead for scheduling, by spawning large numbers of LWTs on
a single worker; each LWT does no work and simply returns immediately. The procedure is












































(b) Performance in terms of L2 cache misses
Figure 4.4: Performance of FULT signal/wait with one and two-level of bit-vector (fult-l1,
fult-l2), in comparison to Argobots (abt) and Qthreads (qth).
ments, Figure 4.3(a) shows the results of this experiment. FULT using one-level bit-vector
is the best in all tested cases, follows by the two-level, Argobots then Qthreads.
Argobots used an Yield-based approach with many optimizations, while Qthreads uses
a Full-Empty Bit for Joining. Both requires more instructions to spawn and join a thread
than in FULT. This is verified by the instruction count shown in Figure 4.3(b). FULT using
one-level bit-vector is upto 2× better than Argobots and 6× better than Qthreads. The
decrease in the performance of FULT with a one-level bit vector occurs at 512 threads. This
is when the one-level bit-vector is filled up and FULT has to continuously recycle the LWT
bits. At that point the two-level structure becomes more efficient.
4.3.1 Wait and Signal
This experiment evaluates the effectiveness of our Signal/Wait mechanism, compared
to the synchronization primitive in Argobots and Qthreads. The benchmark is a shared-
memory ping-pong between two LWTs spawned in two workers, one bound to core 0, and the
other bound to one of the other cores in the KNL. This is similar to the producer-consumer
code in Listing 4.1: One LWT sets a flag and notifies the other LWT then waits for the flag
to be reset. Vice versa, the other LWT will reset the flag, notifies back and then wait for
the flag to be set. The procedure is executed 1000 time and the average is shown.
The average latency for each Signal/Wait are shown in Figure 4.4. As expected, FULT
outperforms both Argobots and Qthreads in all cases. To verify that our scheduler reduces
cache misses, we also measure the number of misses in the shared L2-cache and the results
are shown in Figure 4.4(b). Signal/Wait in FULT causes at most 2-3 cache misses in both
cases, where as it can cost 10 to 15 cache misses in Argobots and Qthreads, which explains
the difference in performances.
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(b) Performance of FULT barrier
Figure 4.5: Performance of FULT qlock and barrier with one and two-level of bit-vector
(fult-l1, fult-l2), in comparison to Argobots (abt) and Qthreads (qth)
4.3.2 Lock and Barrier
We compare in Figure 4.5(a) FULT’s qlock with Argobots mutex (ABT mutex) and Qthreads’
lock (qthread lock). The experiment spawns 64 LWTs and assign one to each of 64 workers.
Each LWT loops 1000 iterations where each iteration is a sequence of: lock, critical section
(CS) and unlock. The CS code is a computation which requires the number of cycles shown
on the x-axis. The total time is measured when all the LWTs have returned. The latency
of Lock/Unlock is plotted in y-axis, computed by subtracting from the total time the time
consumed by the CS and averaged by the number of iterations.
When the CS is short, Argobots performs best, since its implementation uses a Yield,
which does not require the extra latency of adding a thread to a queue. FULT qlock
performs better than Argobots with a CS of more than 128 and 256 cycles using the one-
level (fult-l1) and two-level (fult-l2) scheduler, respectively. Qthreads also uses Signal/Wait
via the Full-Empty Bit for their lock, thus being slower than both. When the CS becomes
larger, such as at 32K cycles, Argobots becomes the worst, followed by Qthreads, while
FULT remains the best. At 1024 cycles, FULT fult-l2 is 2x faster than Argobots and 3x
faster than Qthreads. At 32K cycles, FULT fult-l2 is 3x faster than Argobots and 2.7x faster
than Qthreads.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the evaluation of a barrier in FULT in comparison to Argobots (ABT -
barrier) and Qthreads (qt barrier). In this experiment, we spawn a number of LWTs,
assigned round-robin to each of the 64 workers. An LWT loops 1000 iterations, each time
it waits on a pre-initialized barrier object that accepts the same number of spawned LWTs.
The total time is measured when all LWT has returned, and averaged by the number called
barriers to get the plotted latency.
When the number of LWTs is smaller than the number of workers, Argobots and FULT
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Figure 4.6: Work-stealing evaluation of FULT two-level bit-vector (fult-l2), and that with
Work-stealing (fult-ws) in comparison to Qthreads (qth) and Argobots (abt)
We believe this is when the locality of the queue pays an important role, and becomes the
bottleneck for both Qthreads and FULT fult-l2. Similar to its lock implementation, Argobots
uses an algorithm based on Yield, and thus appears to be not as efficient.
4.3.3 Work-Stealing
The Work-stealing implementation in FULT is compared to that of Qthreads. Since
Argobots does not support work stealing, we use its scheduler together with the 2-level with
no stealing to show the performance without work-stealing. In this case, we simply assign
LWTs to workers round-robin. We use two typical problems that were used to evaluate work-
stealing: the computation of a Fibonacci number without memoizations and the computation
of the number of ways to places n queens on an n × n board. The two benchmarks were
previously implemented with Argobots and Qthreads (the reference implementations can be
found in the Qthreads package and the GLT benchmark [114]). In both benchmarks, a large
number of LWTs are created when the algorithm is running.
The performance comparisons are shown in Figure 4.6(a) for the Fibonacci problem and
Figure 4.6(b) for the n-queen problem. In both cases, we can see that without work-stealing
the performance is not scalable. When work-stealing is used, the FULT scheduler is superior
to Qthreads, up to 6× faster. In both cases, aside from the ability to balance the workload,
the performance relies on fast Spawn and Join, where FULT was shown to be better. FULT’s
work-stealing however shows degradations when there are not enough works to split amongs
all the workers such as in the case of n-queen with 64 workers. Thus, we believe there are



























(a) Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) strong-
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(b) HPCCG strong-scaling runtime using in-
put 2563 (left axis) and speedup (right axis).
Figure 4.7: Performance of mini-applicatiosn with FULT two-level bit-vector (fult-l2) and
that with Work-stealing (fult-ws) and Qthreads (qth)
4.3.4 Mini-Applications
UTS evaluates the performance of parallel systems under heavily unbalanced and irregu-
lar workloads [115]. The benchmark generates a randomized tree based on sampling from
a configured probability distribution and an initial seed until no more nodes in the tree are
generated. Our implementation is based off the simplest Qthreads implementation in their
source package (uts aligned). We compare it to a more optimized version of Qthreads im-
plementation which used a counter to improve their Signal/Wait mechanism (uts qthreads).
The average of 5 runs for the input tree T3L of the package (108-nodes binomial tree) is
plotted in Figure 4.7(a).
HPCCG is a miniapp which represents an approximation to a finite-volume problem. The
code for Qthreads are based off the Mantevo benchmark suite [48] and is included in its
package. Qthreads version implements loops in the original code using task loop (iterations
are divided in chunks and processed in independent LWT). FULT adopts an algorithm from
the Qthreads implementation of qt loop balance to spawn task loops and uses that to run
the application.
In both cases, FULT achieves a better performance than the optimized Qthreads imple-
mentation, though with a simpler code. This is because the default Spawn/Join implemen-
tation in FULT is more performing, thus no further optimization is required. The behavior
of the non work-stealing version fult-l2 shows that FULT work-stealing performs well under
heavy workload, similar to that provided by Qthreads.
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4.4 RELATED WORKS
Low-overhead context-switching is an important feature for High-Performance Computing
systems, especially when a large number of concurrent threads are desirable. Many threading
models and libraries have been developed to leverage this benefit of LWT such as [116, 117,
118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 114].
Though using a similar mechanism for context switching, each of the threading libraries
is optimized for different purposes. Converse threads [118] are designed for the Converse
framework, incorporating a hierarchical scheduling model. MassiveThread [120] is optimized
for recursive task parallelism. GLT [114, 123] studied and implemented an efficient, portable
and sufficient unified API for implementations of LWT; FULT operations are motivated by
this API. Qthreads [122] is optimized for Full/Empty Bit synchronization with advanced
work-stealing and was used to implement task-based system with distributed memory such
as Chapel [124].
Argobots [121] is one of the most recently developed LWT system and also, the most
flexible: with reasonable understanding of the API the user can customize almost every detail
of the threading system without touching Argobots’ source code. Argobots was built for the
Argo operating system project [125], and is also used for communication systems [126, 58].
Argobots original paper and a later one in [127] show that the baseline was optimized and
outperformed other threading system; the only downside is that it does not have a built-in
work-stealing mechanism.
FULT was inspired by Qthreads and Argobots and has taken advantage of many well-
known optimizations studied by other threading systems. To our best knowledge, FULT is
the first threading system that represents runnable LWTs using bit-vectors and utilizes this
structure to reduce the cost of signals to a minimum and simplify their logic to the point
that a hardware implementation is very feasible.
4.5 SUMMARY AND IMPACT
In this chapter, we analyze FULT, an LWT scheduling technique using bit-vectors. The
performance advantages come from the very efficient Signal/Wait which avoids both mutual
exclusion and the moving of threads’ metadata between concurrent queues for many cases.
When using bit-vectors, scheduling and load-balancing can be challenging at scale; we have
presented effective solutions to these problems. Overall results have shown that the FULT
scheduler is often better than other LWT schedulers that it is based off, such as Argobots
and Qthreads. The difference is most significant when work stealing is not required and
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when signal-wait synchronization is frequently used.
The FULT scheduler open opportunities to includes an integration into OpenMP task
scheduler to provide efficient inter-operation with communication layer such as MPI. We
also expect to further reduce the overhead of work stealing by using lower-cost mechanisms
and improved policies. The work in this chapter was published at [128].
In the next chapter, we finally describe the design and implementation of LCI, and demon-
strate that with the help of FULT, concurrent message-passing can be truly efficient.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFICIENT MODEL FOR CONCURRENT
MESSAGE-PASSING
Many challenges has arrived in both programmability and performances of MPI having
to cope with changes in the new architectures [129, 130]. For this reason, many projects
have explored the use of a partitioned global address space (PGAS) across nodes [131, 132],
the use of fork-join models with lightweight threads [133], and coarse-grain dataflow models
within and across nodes [102, 104].
Figure 5.1: Libfaric communication library (figure taken from [91]).
Emerging system softwares implement their communication subsystem using either GAS-
NET, MPI or OpenSHMEM [134]. Even though both communication libraries support a
rich set of semantics, they are heavyweight and does not inter-operate very well with cus-
tomized library. Further, they have to be refactorred, to more easily adapt with newly design
intelligent NIC, and the new multi-core architecture.
UCX [30] and Libfaric[91] are new developments from the industry to assist traditional
softwares like MPI. Both provide rich functionalities and have great flexibility (Figure 5.1
shows the overview of Libfaric). Even though they can potentially be used directly by
application frameworks, the major users are limited to those that mentioned.
Since the idea is to support traditional users first, kernel threads and kernel signaling
mechanism such as file-descriptor and Pthread condition variable are typically used (UCX
async event, Libfaric Waitset). At the time of our study, it requires significant software
stack to extend the support for other light-weight tasks or customized libraries.
We believe in a need for a re-targettable communication interface, that can be specialized
towards new hardwares and also optimizable for specific distributed algorithms (as has been
shown for Graph analytics). This chapter studies the requirement for many frameworks, and
describes the design as well as implementation of our model.
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5.1 OVERVIEW OF RECENT COMMUNICATION FRAMEWORKS
The Open Community Runtime [135] project aims at building a runtime to support Asyn-
chronous Many Task (AMT) systems for large scale computers. The work on OCR focused
on higher-level functionality (maintaining tasklets and their dependences, scheduling them
for execution and managing allocation of memory and data migration) with an emphasis on
shared-memory parallelism. Proof-of-concept for distributed memory versions using existing
communication libraries (MPI and GASNET) has been made.
HPX is an effort to build a runtime that incorporates a well defined execution model,
ParalleX [136]. This model is quite different from what is now natively provided by current
hardware. It assumes an “Active Global Address Space”, a parcel subsystem for the transfer
of data and control, a threading subsystem, and Local Control Objects (LCOs) for synchro-
nization. HPX provides a very good testing ground for the ParalleX execution model. It is
less clear how well it matches the capabilities of the forthcoming extreme scale systems or
the needs of emerging event-driven programming models.
Legion [104] provides notation to organize data into logical regions that can be partitioned
into subregions. Tasks specify which regions they need to access and what access privileges
they need (read, read-write, or reduce). The location of data (including possible replication)
and the scheduling of tasks is under runtime support. The runtime attempts to collocate
data and task execution so as to minimize communication, and schedule tasks in an order
to respect their dependencies.
Parsec [105] uses a dataflow execution model: a program specifies tasks (functions), a
dataflow graph connecting the tasks, and hints about data distribution. The runtime stati-
cally allocates tasks and data to nodes. The actual execution of tasks is event-driven, with
a task being scheduled on an available core when its dependencies are satisfied. The model
handles distributed heterogeneous platforms (tasks executed on GPUs).
PPL [137] is a modular, distributed-memory, C++11 runtime library for exploring the
needs of future programming models on large-scale systems and rapidly testing different
configurations. PPL consists of three primary components as seen in Figure 5.2(a): a com-
munication engine, a memory layer, and a threading layer. It uses a PGAS memory model
atop a custom communication library that directly uses network-level one-sided RDMA op-
erations. Multi-threading is natively integrated into PPL and is targeted toward lightweight
task, massive concurrency, and fine-grained synchronizations. PPL incorporates a trans-
parent software-based cache for remote memory accesses, which enables synergistic caching,
where many threads share the same remote data.
A common feature of these above frameworks is a polling agent for communication engine
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(a) The PPL architecture. (b) The PPL memory layout.
Figure 5.2: The PPL design and memory layout. Objects can be created independently on
the local heap or collectively on the global heap (e.g. A,B are created on the global heap).
The local heap is also used to cache remote data (e.g. B[2] caches object B from host 2 in
memory of host 0).
which has two functionalities: handling communication requests and performing associated
synchronizations. Other threads (maintained by a threading layer) perform communication
through the engine by submitting requests into a software queue.
In PPL, the communication uses two threads. The Submit thread dequeues requests
from this queue and submits the corresponding communication to the network. When there
are no pending communication requests, the Submit thread polls the network for completed
communication and pass it to the Sync thread via a private single-producer, single-consumer
queue for triggering associated synchronization. This design can be improved by reducing a
thread, with faster thread synchronization.
Parsec uses a dedicated communication engine for driving the communication implemented
with MPI. It emulates one-sided communication using two-sided communication and per-
sistent requests. It also applies flow-control through the use of request queues and issuing
communications from a single thread. These overheads can be reduced by directly using
RDMA with a more relaxed version of MPI one-sided communication semantics.
Legion implemented its communication runtime using Active Messages model with GAS-
NET. Since Legion uses a light-weight task-based scheduler, GASNET active handler has
significant overheads for enabling tasks and moving data between the communication buffer
and the tasking layer. The overheads come from the execution of handlers, which has to
pass control to another execution entity due to its restrictions. Further, the handler cannot
be inlined, the data buffer is usually owned by GASNET which causes additional copies.









Figure 5.3: MPI runtime message-matching with two queues. When receive request is issued
by the user, MPI has to find a matching request in unexpected queue; when the data is
arrived from the NIC, MPI has to find a matching request in the posted queue. If the match
cannot be found in both cases, MPI appends to the other queues.
from going through a lower-level communication interface, which are closer to hardware.
Other common features that should be supported can be summarized:
1. Allows concurrent LWTs to execute communication code more efficiently, to avoid the
need for funneling requests issuing.
2. Support for lightweight threads (tasks) with fast synchronization primitive: fast task
activation and preemption to avoid busy-waiting but still hide latencies.
3. Support for low-level network capabilities such as RDMA while bypassing other com-
plex communication semantics, which reduces the software overheads of the runtime.
4. Support for event-driven task scheduling in a generic way by allowing multiple producer-
consumer patterns and communication signaling methods.
In the subsequent sections, we describe a system which provides: (1) by revisiting and
relaxing the message-matching semantics of MPI; (2) by tightly coupling the thread primi-
tives with the communication interface; (3) by using RDMA directly in the communication
protocol and (4) by a generic APIs that is able to support multiple patterns of communica-
tion.
5.2 SYSTEM FOR CONCURRENT MESSAGE-PASSING
In MPI, the mechanism for matching sends to receives in the right order is to use a linked
list for posted receives and a linked list for early arriving (unexpected) sends. When a
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message arrives, it is paired with the first matching receive in the posted receive list; if none
is found, it is appended to unexpected send lis. Symmetrically, when a receive is posted,
it is paired with the first matching send in the unexpected send list; if none is found, it is
appended to the posted receive list. Figure 5.3 illustrates this design.
With an increasing number of threads, there can be a larger number of concurrent sends or
receives, hence longer lists are searched sequentially and concurrently updated; the sequential
search and update operation must be atomic — leading to higher contention or more complex
protocols. Various attempts have been made to minimize this bottleneck by partitioning the
range of communicator, sender and tag values (and using distinct lists for each partition).
This is easy for communicators, but traffic is usually not balanced across communicators.
The use of wildcards complicates the approach for sender and tag values further. One
either must insert wildcard receives in multiple queues, or maintain a separate queue for
wildcard receives that needs to be searched concurrently with the regular one (see discussion
in [138], where a partial solution is provided). An alternative approach is to relax the
restrictions of MPI semantics. For example, the MPI forum is currently discussing a proposal
that would enable programmers to disable wildcards or relax ordering semantics, for selected
communicators [139].
In order to support a highly concurrent message-passing protocol, LCI uses the extreme
approach by prohibiting the use of wildcards. We show that when that is the case, the
performance difference between single-threaded and multi-threaded communication largely
disappears.
5.2.1 High-Level System Design
We propose an implementation of message-passing in LCI based on the following assump-
tions:
• Large number of concurrently communicating threads. Threads are lightweight; they
are scheduled by a user-space scheduler that handles blocking synchronization. The
number of light-weight threads may be significantly higher than the number of physical
threads, and over-decomposition may be used to hide communication latency.
• Large number of cores; it is possible to dedicate one or more physical threads to
communication.
• The Network Interface Controller (NIC) can be accessed in user space; it has its own
























Figure 5.4: Runtime architecture for multi-threaded message-matching
addresses; it has page tables, in order to translate virtual addresses to physical ad-
dresses. We consider in our work InfiniBand and OmniPath adapters, but the design
should port to other adapters.
• We consider only x86 64 architecture; however, the technique is general enough to port
to other architecture that supports atomic exchanges and atomic bit manipulations.
Figure 5.4 shows the overall architecture of our described runtime system.
We use a dedicated kernel thread as a communication server. This communication server
executes all the communication protocol that is asynchronous w.r.t. the communicating
workers, such as polling and handling the rendezvous protocol. Ideally, the communication
server logic could be executed directly by the NIC. This design reduces contention and
reduces cache pollution at computing threads.
The workers execute Light-weight Tasks (LWT). These are managed by a LWT scheduler.
The scheduler is simply a function invoked when a LWT completes or yields. A LWT
executing a blocking MPI call will yield, and invoke the LWT scheduler; the scheduler will
schedule another LWT on that worker. We assume in this chapter that the association of
ULTs to workers is fixed: ULTs are not migrated once they started executing.
The communication server and the workers share three data structures. Our simple de-
sign allows optimizations to be focused on these three critical shared data structures and
operations on those:
• A hash table that is used to match sends and receives.
• A scheduling table that is used to mark which LWT are runnable.
• A packet pool for packets posted to the NIC.
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The hash table stores both unexpected incoming messages and outstanding receives. Since
we assume there are no wildcards, we can hash by key (<communicator, sender, tag>).
Furthermore, our assumptions imply that each communication will involve one insert in the
hash-table, when no matching is found, and one delete, when a match is found. The insert
is for the first occurring operation (either a receive or an unexpected send); the delete is for
the second occurring operation of the send-receive pair.
The scheduling table is used by the communication server to mark a LWT as runnable
when a communication operations it is waiting for has completed (it is also used for thread
synchronization).
The packet pool supports two basic operations, namely alloc and free, which obtain and
return a packet from/to the pool respectively. The management of request records (more
relevant for non-blocking calls, blocking calls can use stack space), is similar but simpler
than the packet pool as it does not require flow control. Thus, we omit its discussion for the
rest of the chapter.
5.2.2 Algorithms and Protocol Details
Algorithm 5.1 Eager-message send/recv for thread
1: procedure Send-Eager(b, s, k) . : buffer, size, key=<dest, tag>
2: p = pkpool.alloc()
3: Set packet header p.h to k
4: Copy b to p.b
5: Post p to network.
6: end procedure
7:
8: procedure Recv-Eager(b, s, k) . : buffer, size, key =<from, tag>
9: Create a request v = (b, s, t) . buffer, size, thread id
10: v′ = H.access(k, v)
11: if v′ 6= ⊥ then . :match found
12: Copy v′.p.b to b . : message arrived, copy data.
13: pkpool.free(v′.p)
14: else . : insertion success
15: ThreadWait() . : message not arrived, wait.
16: end if
17: end procedure
Message delivery is implemented in two ways: eager or rendezvous protocol. Eager pro-
tocol is used for short messages: The message header and content are copied into a packet
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Algorithm 5.2 Eager-message packet handler for communication server
1: procedure Recv-Eager-Packet(p)
2: v′ = H.access(p.k, p.v)
3: if v′ 6= ⊥ then . :match found.
4: Copy p.b to v′.b . : message arrived, copy data.
5: ThreadSignal(v′.t) . : mark receiver as runnable
6: pkpool.free(p)
7: else . : insertion success.
8: return . : message not arrived, nothing to do.
9: end if
10: end procedure
that is delivered to the network. The Send operation returns immediately as the send buffer
can be reused. This protocol becomes inefficient when message size gets large. When this is
the case, we switch to the rendezvous protocol in which the data is delivered directly from
the source buffer to the target buffer by the NIC, thus saving extra copies. The rendezvous
protocol requires additional messages to exchange control data and signal completion.
An eager protocol is can be implemented using an in Algorithm 5.1 and 5.2 for worker and
communication server respectively. An eager send returns immediately, since the content of
the data is copied over to a packet for transferring. A pair of an arriving message and a
matching receive causes two accesses to the hash table by the communication server; one for
the arriving message and one by the worker thread for the posted receive. The first of these
two operations inserts an entry in the table; the second deletes the entry, copies the data to
the receive buffer and frees the packet. If the worker thread comes first, it will yield and will
be marked runnable by the communication thread when the receive completes. If it comes
second, it will complete the operation immediately.
Our matching mechanism requires to perform at most one operation on each of the three
shared data structures. Therefore, the software communication overhead is bounded by a
constant as long as these operations take constant time. The following sections describe how
to implement these data structure.
We describe now our implementations of the three main data structures used by our
library. These custom implementations are specialized to the specific needs of the message-
passing library, both in terms of their limited functionality and their adaptation to the








Figure 5.5: An example of our chained hash-table layout with 4 buckets. Each bucket
consists of a linked list of 64 byte elements that each contain 3 key-value pairs and a pointer
to the next entry.
5.2.3 Concurrent Hash-Table
The shared hash table H stores items that consist of a <key,value> pair < k, v >. The
hash table supports one operation only, defined as follows
access(k, v) =

if < k, v′ >∈ Hpre then
Hpost = Hpre− < k, v′ >; return(v′)
otherwise
Hpost = Hpre+ < k, v >; return(⊥)
Hpre is the state of the hash table before the access and Hpost denotes the state after the
access.
The hash table has to be linearizable [140] which allows the access operation to have
composable property so that it enables the usage in combination with other concurrent
objects. In particular, this ensures that MPI calls take effect in program order.
In particular, when a message has arrived fully, the communication server can perform an
access operation with the matching key as tuples of (communicator, rank, tag). If the access
returns anything other than ⊥ which means there is a matching request has been posted
by the thread, in this case the request is returned, without inserting anything into the hash
table. On the other hand, if there is none, which means no consumer thread has arrived, the
communication server can leave the message there (or a pointer to such message) and goes
on with other work.
We use a chained hash table with linked lists. The default hash function is the FN-
VHash [141] which has been shown to be quite robust and fast compared to other hash
functions for 64-bit value [142]. The implementation is optimized for the limited usage we
need.
Firstly, we can afford a spinlock per bucket, i.e., using an atomic Boolean flag as a ticket
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to the critical section. This is a viable option since, given no collisions, there are at most two
concurrent accesses per bucket by the communication server and a worker. Collisions can
be minimized by matching the size of the hash table to the expected number of concurrent
communications. A lock-free implementation (using Compare-And-Swap) is possible but is
more expensive when the conflicts are rare and results in a more complex code. Thus, we
did not pursue this approach.
Secondly, in order to improve cache locality, we design each linked list element as a 4-entry
array. Each entry consists of two 64-bit words. One of the entries is used as a control entry
and the other three are data entries. The control entry has the atomic flag for spin locking
coupled with a 64-bit pointer to the next element, in case one bucket contains more than
three entries. A data entry consists of two 64-bit words of the key-value pair. The total size
(64-bytes) thus typically fits in a cache line and one cache miss is the cost of both locking
the bucket and fetching the data in the same cache line. Figure 5.5 illustrates an example
of our hash-table.
With the above optimization, the access operation has close to one cache miss, on average.
5.2.4 Concurrent Packet Pool
In general, a pool structure can be implemented using a lock-free stack. A pool free is
translated to a stack push, and alloc is translated to a stack pop. At initialization, a fixed
number of packets are initialized from the main memory and pushed onto the stack. The
Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) property allows good temporal locality for writing/reading to/from
the content of a data packet. This design is sufficient for good performance in single-threaded
code, but not with multiple cores and in communication settings. Consider a packet recently
used by a worker and returned to the pool: this packet could be subsequently obtained by
a different worker running on a different core. This causes several cache misses since the
cache line is alternately owned by each of the two workers. An example is when two threads
running in two different cores alternatively perform MPI SEND.
We explore in this work an implementation which utilized a private local pool for each
worker. At runtime, we allow moving packets among those pools via resource-stealing, similar
to a non-blocking work-stealing algorithm [110]. A private pool is implemented as a fixed
size double-ended queue (deque). The deque has three main operations: popTop, pushTop,
and popBottom which allows LIFO accessing at one end and removing items from the other
end. The packets at the bottom of the deque have been least recently used and are better
candidates for use by threads other than the local worker while the other is good for NIC













Figure 5.6: Packet life cycle. (1, 2) A worker sending data obtains a packet from the pool,
fills the packet and submits to the NIC; (1’, 2’) Communication server obtains a packet for
receiving data and posts the packet to the NIC; (3) The server polls the NIC and obtains
the packet back (either sent (yellow) or received (gray) packet). (4) If the packet was for
sending, it is returned to the pool (yellow); If the packet was for an incoming send and
there is a match, the server copies the data and returns the packet to the pool (blue); (4’) If
the packet is for an incoming send and the there is no match, the packet is inserted to the
hash-table (gray); (5’) Following (4’) - the worker obtains the packet from the hash-table
and copies the data before returning it to the pool (yellow).
a worker thread and popBottom by the communication server and for packet stealing (used
by other workers). We implemented the pool using a simple ring-buffer and a spinlock.
Figure 5.6 explains how different components in our system might change the affinity of
data inside a packet. The figure shows the life of a packet from the time it leaves the pool
until it is returned. As explained in the figure, when a packet returns to the pool, it was
either last accessed by the communication server or by one of the workers. However, the
affinity of a packet to a core is lost once it is posted to the NIC as a receiving buffer since
it will be written by the NIC.
Each packet is allocated during initialization with a fixed and configurable size (64KB
by default in our implementation). This size corresponds to the maximum size that the
eager protocol uses. The number of packets is configurable and typically a multiple of the
number of ranks (4 per rank or at least 256 by default in our implementation). Further, to
avoid a deadlock situation when all packets are used by the sender, we maintain at all times
some available packets for the communication server to pre-post to the network for incoming
data. When there is no packet available to the sender, the operation has to be retried at a
later time (the LWT yields), which also places a limit on the number of pending requests
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for congestion and flow control [62].
We expect the pool operations to require at worst 3–5 memory accesses: lock, top, bottom
and buffer pointers accesses; a memory read/write for storing a value into the container; and
in the rare case of resource stealing, there could be more due to cache misses between
processors.
5.2.5 Thread Scheduler
The thread scheduler needs to support the two operations: ThreadWait and ThreadSig-
nal. We designed a special thread scheduler (Fult) to optimize for these two operations. We
compare this scheduler to the schedulers in the POSIX Threads library and in Argobots, a
system that supports ULTs [121]. Since Argobots implements ULTs, its context-switching
mechanism is similar to ours.
In Pthread and Argobots, the ThreadWait and ThreadSignal operations are implemented
using a condition variable with a Boolean flag, a generic container for many synchroniza-
tion primitives. This typically requires a mutex and a queue to store waiting threads. An
alternative is to use a busy-waiting synchronization flag that has lower latency; however
this is not scalable since the processor spends time polling unnecessarily. In Fult, we use
a bit-vector to indicate runnable threads, instead of a queue structure. When a worker is
created, it is assigned a unique worker id, denoted as ω. When a LWT starts running on the
worker, it is also assigned a unique id Γ. A pair (ω,Γ) uniquely defines a LWT in the system
at a point in time. Since ULTs do not migrate, we can maintain a separate bit-vector for
each worker; Γ is the index in the bit-vector structure for the bit indicating the status of the
corresponding LWT (runnable vs. running/blocked).
The detail analysis and implementation of the FULT scheduler is already described in
Chapter 4. FULT was optimized for the two operations, and achieved the lowest possible
latency.
5.2.6 Beyond Single Hardware Context
Previous sections and chapters focused on improving concurrent communication with re-
spect to a single hardware context. This allows flexibility in writing applications i.e. all
threads can freely communicate without suffering communication degradation. However,
this is still being limiting by other resources that are being shared by all threads at the OS
kernel layer and below such as DMA engine, or PCIe link. In order to accelerate performance
beyond that, we exploit the NIC’s capability to provide independent contexts.
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We extend LCI with a notion of device and endpoint. A device represents resources
for a hardware context, and a progress entity (e.g. server) for making progress for such
context. From a device, many endpoints can be created. The endpoint can be thought
of as a communicator, with an additional information about a specific protocol that this
communicator can handle.
The protocol information is provided at the endpoint creation by a protocol specification
which determines how an incoming message is handled (address) and how completion should
be carried (completion) when communication is finished. This early binding mechanism
eliminates branching in the communication critical path.
The basic communication paradigm that we focus on is that of producer-consumer: data
are moved from a buffer of the producer to a buffer of the consumer. Completion is triggered
at the producer when data is copied out; and at the consumer when the data is available.
LCI defines multiple ways to specify a buffer in a communication call:
• Piggy-back : for small data that can be attached to a single packet.
• Explicit : a pair of <address, length> is specified, which represents a contiguous
buffer starting at virtual address address and containing length bytes.
• Dynamic allocation: an (custom) allocator is specified which allocates dynamically the
destination buffer. When an allocator is used, information on the allocated buffer is
retrieved via the completion mechanism.
LCI also defines multiple ways to specify a completion event:
• Completion queue: Entries providing information on completed events are appended
to a completion queue.
• Synchronizer : A synchronization method that is applied to a synchronization object
specified in the call. Synchronization method is compiled with the thread package
(with two Signal/Wait calls).
• Generic Handler : The call specifies a handler to execute upon completion. The handler
is passed the message metadata and either the piggy back data or a buffer descriptor.
This is similar to an Active Message.
Figure 5.7 shows a typical LCI program using one endpoint/hardware per process.
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1 // Open the default endpoint , using 1 device
2 lc_init(1, &ep);
3
4 // Create an endpoint option using dynamic allocation , and completion
queue.
5 lc_opt opt = {.dev = 0, .desc = {.addr = LC_AR_DYN , .compl = LC_CE_CQ}
}
6
7 // Dup original endpoint using such option.
8 lc_ep_dup (&opt , ep, &q_ep [0]);
9 lc_ep_dup (&opt , ep, &q_ep [1]);
10 ...
11 lc_finalize ();
Figure 5.7: Example of a LCI program: It creates a default endpoint, which then is used to
create two additional endpoints using dynamic allocation for addressing mode and comple-
tion queue for completion event.
5.3 COMPONENT ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate our implementation of each individual component. This eval-
uation has several goals.
1. We want to make sure that these components are implemented efficiently and do not
suffer from unexpected cache misses.
2. We want to make sure that the total run time is well explained by the run time of the
individual components.
3. We demonstrate the performance advantage of using specialized components, which
have restricted functionality and are optimized for our use case, as compared to generic
components that are commonly used by library developers.
All of our experiments are done on the Stampede cluster and Stampede Knights Landing
cluster [45] at TACC. The Stampede cluster (SB) nodes are Intel SandyBridge x86 64 pro-
cessors with Xeon Dual eight-core sockets, operating at 2.70 GHz, with 32 GB RAM (SB).
Each node is equipped with a MT4099 InfiniBand FDR ConnectX interface that is capable
of delivering 54 Gbps (mlx). The cluster runs MVAPICH2 MPI version 2.1, compiled with
gcc version 4.9.1. The Stampede Knights Landing cluster (KNL) nodes are Intel KNL x86 64
Many Integrated Core processors with 68 cores, operating at 1.4 GHz, with 96 GB of DDR4
RAM and 16GB of Multi-Channel Dynamic Random Access Memory (MCDRAM) config-
ured as L3 cache (Cache-Quadrant) (KNL). They are connected via an Intel Omni-Path
fabric - Silicon 100 Series (omni).
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All our codes were compiled with mpicc using gcc version 4.9.1 for the SB cluster, and
Intel icc version 17-2017.4.196 for the KNL cluster, with -O3 optimization. We used MVA-
PICH2 in the SB cluster and Intel MPI in the KNL cluster. Unless noted otherwise, the
configuration for these baseline MPI implementations is the default setting with shared mem-
ory optimization when running multiple MPI processes per node; when using with POSIX
threads, MPI THREAD MULTIPLE and shared memory optimization are enabled. In both cases,
thread affinity is also enabled. We also used PAPI Version 5.5.1.0 on the KNL cluster to
perform profiling for some benchmarks.
5.3.1 Communication latency
We evaluate first the communication latency without any of the added overhead due to the
runtime implementation of MPI protocol and multi-threaded communication. This measures
both the overhead of the low-level communication layer and the transfer time between nodes;
it gives us a lower-bound of what we can achieve. For the SB node, we implemented the
communication on top of libibverbs, while for the KNL cluster we implemented on top of
Libfabrics version 1.3.0. The results are shown in Figure 5.8.















Figure 5.8: Measurement for communication latency lower-bound for various data size for
SB cluster (sb+mlx) and KNL cluster (knl+omni). Benchmark is a simple “pingpong” using
2 pre-allocated packets: one send buffer and one receive buffer. In between posting send and
receive, a number of network polling operations is required.
Our results show an average latency of 2.8 usec for the KNL cluster and an average
latency of 1.0 usec for the SB cluster for moving one cache line of data (≤ 64 bytes). The
difference in latency is largely due to the KNL cores being half as fast as the Xeon cores, as
they are optimized for throughput rather than latency. Additional differences may be due
to the different adapters and communication libraries.
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5.3.2 Concurrent Hash-Table
We measure the latency of hash-table operations in the two following scenarios, performing
them with multiple POSIX threads:
• A thread performs an access when there is no item with the same key, which inserts
the entry into the hash-table.
• A thread performs an access when there is already an item with that key, which
deletes the entry from the hash-table.
To justify the benefit of customization, we compare performance to two popular general
purposes hash-tables: libcuckoo implementing cuckoo hashing (the spinlock implementation)
(ch) [143], and TBB concurrent hashmap (tbb) [144] – both with default configuration except
using the same hash function as our hash table. The version for libcuckoo is the commit
916590 (latest at the time we tested); for TBB is version 2015.2.164 on SB, and 2017.4.196
on KNL. Since there is no native implementation of access semantics in both of the hash-
table (concurrent hash-table typically provides insert, erase, update, find, operations),
we emulate that using a combination of insert and erase (when an entry already exists).
We ran the experiments 1000 times, where each time a thread performs 256 operations.
Between each run, we also perform a cache invalidation.
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 show the result of our experiments for latency per operation. Both
TBB concurrent hash map and libcuckoo show higher latency and more variance when there
are more concurrent threads. The older version of TBB in the SB cluster also performs much
worse with threads. Our overhead is almost always as low as 0.05 usec on the SB cluster
and 0.3 usec on the KNL cluster; the execution time has a low variance and is almost
independent of the number of threads.
We attribute these results to the more complex implementation that results in higher
overheads and more cache conflicts compared to our simple hash table. For instance, in the
KNL cluster, the average number of cache misses (measured with PAPI L1 DCM) is 1.03, 3.05
and 2.37 and the average number of executed instructions (measured with PAPI TOT INS)
per successful access operation is 156, 256 and 456 for arr, libcuckoo, tbb respectively, using
64 threads.
We emphasize that this is not a critique of libcuckoo/tbb; these libraries are more general
and optimized for a different regime (few insertions, many searches). These results just
indicate the advantage of specialization.
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(a) Latency per successful access (there is no ex-
isting entry).























(b) Latency per failed access (there is an existing
entry).
Figure 5.9: Latency of our hash-table implementation (arr) in comparison to libcuckoo (ch)
and TBB concurrent hash map (tbb) for an Intel SandyBridge node. Each hash table is
created with the initial size of 216 so that no extension is required during the experiment.
TBB is also compiled with tbb-malloc to improve performance. Latencies larger than 1
microsecond are not shown.
















(a) Latency per successful access (there is no ex-
isting entry).
















(b) Latency per failed access (there is an existing
entry).
Figure 5.10: Latency of our hash-table implementation (arr) in comparison to libcuckoo
(ch) and TBB concurrent hash map (tbb) for an Intel KNL node. Each hash table is created
with the initial size of 216 so that no extension is required during the experiment. TBB is
also compiled with tbb-malloc to improve performance.
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5.3.3 Thread scheduler
Table 5.1: Break down of thread scheduler overheads (Fult is our customized scheduler),
shown in usec for a Intel SandyBridge (SB) and an Intel Knights Landing (KNL). The
result is average over 1000 runs, standard deviation is less than 0.02.
Scheduler POSIX threads Argobots Fult
Processor SB KNL SB KNL SB KNL
Scheduling 0.75 4.5 0.05 0.45 0.02 0.07
Signal 1.15 4.5 0.30 0.85 0.01 0.06
Total 1.90 9.0 0.35 1.30 0.03 0.13
To evaluate the thread scheduler overhead, we measure separately the two operations: 1)
How fast can a ULT be scheduled by performing a sequence of yields at a worker and 2) The
cost of a ThreadSignal by repeatedly issuing the signal on a worker for a ULT at another
worker. Table 5.1 shows our results averaged over 1000 runs. Our customized scheduler
achieves a total cost of 0.03 usec, for Signal+Yield, about 10× better than Argobots and
60× better than POSIX threads on SB nodes. Our relative speedup is also similar for KNL
nodes, but all of the operations seem to be at least 4× slower compared to SB.
Again, the advantage is due to a much simpler scheduling engine and comes at the expense
of the increased generality of a POSIX thread scheduler that supports priorities and signal
masks. This generality is not needed by many shared memory programming models.
5.3.4 Concurrent Packet Pool
The overhead of packet pool operations is measured as the sum of the latency of an alloc
and a free operation. We evaluate this quantity by performing a random number of alloc
calls followed by the same number of free calls on each thread. To better match with a real
workload, we also perform a random sleep in between the two groups of operations. The
number of packets allocated per thread is always smaller than the total number of packets
divided by the number of threads.
The result is shown in Figure 5.11, in comparison with common implementations using a
concurrent lock-free stack and a lock-free queue available in the Boost library [145] (version
1.6). Our result for this benchmark outperforms others by a wide margin, especially when
the number of threads increases. The improvement of our data structure comes primarily
from the use of thread local storage, which eliminates the memory conflicts presenting in
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(a) Latency in a SB node.


















(b) Latency in a KNL node.
Figure 5.11: Latency of pool implementation (steal) vs. a lock-free pool (stack) and a lock-
free queue (queue) implementation. Latencies higher than 1 microsecond are not shown.
the shared data approaches. Our latency is consistently in the range of 0.1 to 0.15 usec
and 0.2 to 0.3 usec for SB and KNL node respectively.
Table 5.2: Summary of the lower-bound performance number in usec for each component of
our MPI communication layer.
SB + Mellanox KNL + Omni-Path
Communication (64 bytes) 1.0 2.8
Thread scheduling (fult) 0.03 0.13
Packet Allocation (steal) 0.1 0.2
Message Matching (hashtable) 0.05 0.3
Total 1.18 3.43
5.3.5 Micro-benchmarks
In the previous section, we have analyzed our critical path by evaluating each individ-
ual component independently. The overheads are summarized in Table 5.2. Further, our
performance results suggest that these overheads should not increase much with an increas-
ing number of workers. In this section, we evaluate the system as a whole to validate the
hypothesis using a set of micro-benchmarks.
Table 5.3 shows the different configurations that we evaluate. For MVAPICH2 and In-
tel MPI, we evaluate single threaded mode (mvapich2, intel); single threaded mode with
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Table 5.3: Summary of MPI configurations used in the evaluation.
Msg Matching Scheduler
mvapich2, intel queues Single
{mvapich2, intel}+async queues Single + Progress
{mvapich2, intel}+mt queues POSIX threads
pthread+hash hash-table POSIX threads
abt+hash hash-table Argobots
fult+hash hash-table Fult
asynchronous progress thread, i.e., MPICH ASYNC PROGRESS=1 ({mvapich2, intel} +async);
and multi-threaded mode ({mvapich2, intel}+mt). Using an asynchronous progress thread
({mvapich2, intel}+async) usually reduces reduces performance quite a lot, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.12; the effect is extreme when there is more than one MPI process per node. Therefore,
we do not consider this option to be viable, and do not explore it in most of our experiments.
For our implementation, we evaluate three different schedulers: POSIX Threads (pthread+hash),
Argobots (abt+hash) and Fult (fult+hash).
OSU latency benchmarks We use the OSU benchmarks [43] to evaluate the latency per
MPI SEND or MPI RECV. The single threaded test is performed using osu latency, the multi-
threaded test is performed with osu latency mt. For a fair comparison in this experiment,
we disable the MVAPICH2 RDMA fast path algorithms (by setting MV2 USE RDMA FAST -
PATH=0) . We do not implement this optimization since it relies on an RDMA behavior that
is specific to Mellanox devices [146]1. Further, in multi-threaded tests, we modify the code
so that each ULT uses different tags.
OSU singe-threaded latency Performance for the OSU single-threaded test is shown in
Figure 5.12. In both clusters our best implementation has lower latency than the default
MPI running with MPI THREAD MULTIPLE (as in mvapich2+mt and intel+mt). We virtually
tie with MVAPICH2 and are less than 1 usec slower than Intel running with MPI THREAD -
SINGLE. The asynchronous progress configuration, even though it sets aside for MPI use
the same number of cores as ours, performs much worse in both cases. This shows that
optimizing for the single-threaded case still provide some benefit; however the gap in cur-
rent MPI implementations between MPI THREAD SINGLE and MPI THREAD MULTIPLE can be
significantly reduced. On both clusters, the use of a progress thread seems unnecessarily
onerous.
1RDMA data is ensured to be delivered in order (last byte comes last). This only affects the result of
single-threaded benchmarks
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(a) Latency between 2 nodes in the SB cluster for
various message size





















(b) Latency between 2 nodes in the KNL cluster for
various message size
Figure 5.12: Latency comparison for single-threaded OSU benchmarks.
Our performance in both clusters, for messages of 64 bytes, is within 0.1 usec from the
totals in Table 5.2. This result confirms our hypothesis that the performance of our software
is largely determined by the performance of the three critical components.
OSUmulti-threaded latency Performance results for the multi-threaded tests are shown
in Figure 5.13. The largest improvement in performance is due to the replacement of the
matching queues of MPI with the hash table. Then, the replacement of POSIX threads
with user-level threads. Our thread-scheduler improves the latency up to 40% compared to
Argobots, 3× compared to POSIX threads scheduler. Overall, we achieve speedup of up to
60× compared to MVAPICH2. The typical communication overhead for MVAPICH2 with
a single-threaded process is less than 2 usecs; with 8 threads, the overhead is close to 100
usecs due to synchronization overheads. The relative performance is similar on the KNL
cluster, except with higher absolute latency, thus we omit these results from this paper. Our
scaling test in Figure 5.13(b) shows that we can support a very large number of threads
with very small synchronization overheads. Our performance only degrades slowly at 16K
communicating threads, which we attribute to the bottlenecks in memory for thread records
(each thread is configured with a 16KB stack for this test).
Since the OSU multi-threaded latency benchmark only increases number of threads in one
of the nodes, our results indicate that with blocking MPI, as long as messages are issued
at a fixed rate (limited by the single-threaded node in this benchmark), we can support
MPI THREAD MULTIPLE with a very small penalty, if any, compared to MPI THREAD SINGLE.
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(a) Latency per message for 8 threads, one per
worker/core.






















(b) Latency for 64-byte message transfer with up
to 1M ULTs that are assigned round-robin to 14
worker/cores, pthread+hash version only works up
to 16K threads.
Figure 5.13: Latency comparison between different MPI implementation using OSU multi-
threaded latency test on the SB cluster.
That still holds true even with 16K ULTs. The results clearly indicate that current MPI
libraries are optimized for the single threaded case; a different design is needed for supporting
concurrent MPI communication from a large number of threads.
OSU bandwidth-message rate benchmark The bandwidth-message rate benchmark
(osu mbw mr) in the OSU benchmark suite can be used to evaluate the implementation of
the non-blocking communication. The benchmark creates two ranks; one issues a number of
messages (with a window parameter defaulted at 64) using MPI ISEND, waits for all to finish
with MPI WAITALL, then complete a round of exchange with a MPI RECV. The second MPI
rank similarly performs MPI IRECV, MPI WAITALL and MPI SEND in that order to match the
first rank. The message rate is computed by taking the number of messages divided by the
overall time for the entire experiment. The bandwidth is computed by taking the amount
of transferred data divided by the overall time. Since each of these metrics can be derived
from the other and we are more interested in the overhead of the communication, we report
the message rates and focus on short messages. Similar to the previous section, we compare
different MPI implementations and settings as in Table 5.3, except “async”.
The results for both SB and KNL cluster are shown in Figure 5.14. The performances
of the different implementations do not differ much in the SB cluster: fult+hash achieves
3.0 Mmsg/s at 64-bytes, 20% better than pthread+hash, 3% better abt+hash and 5% better
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(a) Performance result in SB cluster for various
message sizes























(b) Performance result in KNL cluster for various
message sizes
Figure 5.14: Message rate using non-blocking communication comparison using OSU
bandwidth-message rate benchmark.
than mvapich and mvapich+mt. Our performance on the KNL however performs 30% less
than intel, and 10% less than intel+mt for some medium-size messages.
Our implementation requires the communication server to perform operations that are
performed by the computing threads in other MPI implementations. The high message rate
we can sustain indicates that the communication server on SB is not overcommitted and can
handle the network injection rate for 64 byte messages. We do suffer some performance loss
in the case of the KNL, where threads are slower, and the communication server handles a
larger number of compute cores. The performance loss occurs in the extreme case where all
ULTs communicate all the time. The results in the next section show that the communi-
cation server is not a bottleneck once the ratio of communication to computation is more
reasonable. In any case this performance loss could be mitigated by using a multithreaded
communication server and partitioning traffic so that the server threads would need very
limited coordination.
New multi-threaded benchmarks Recall that all the benchmarks from the OSU bench-
mark suite focus on MPI THREAD SINGLE, except osu latency mt. This benchmark only in-
creases number of ULTs in one of the two communicating MPI processes. We believe that
we can get a more accurate picture by maintaining symmetry across the two ranks. For that
purpose, we use a benchmark where each MPI process spawns the same number of ULTs.
One ULT on each process will communicate with exactly one ULT on the other process using
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a distinct tag value. Since “latency” is difficult to define in the present of multiple ULTs,
we choose message rate (messages per second) as our metric. The message rate is computed
by taking the number of total messages for all ULTs divided by the overall execution times
of the benchmark. Each experiment in the section is performed with 106 messages equally
divided among ULTs.





















(a) Performance result in SB cluster using 15 workers.





















(b) Performance result in KNL cluster using 64 work-
ers.
Figure 5.15: Multi-threaded message rate benchmark performed in SB and KNL cluster.
Multi-threaded message rate The first benchmark in this section is a simple “ping-
pong” between two nodes. Each thread on the first node performs a MPI SEND followed by
a MPI RECV, while each thread on the second node performs a MPI RECV followed by a MPI -
SEND. Each pair of communicating threads is assigned a unique integer value to use as the
MPI tag - this makes sure they communicate in pairs. Figure 5.15 presents our results for
both SB and KNL cluster using different MPI implementations for this benchmark. In the
SB cluster, our MPI using fult+hash reaches 2.5 million messages per second (Mmsg/s) then
saturates and remains stable at nearly 1 Mmsg/s at 64 or more threads. In the KNL cluster,
our fult+hash reaches maximum message rate of 0.4 Mmsg/s then saturates and remains at
0.3 Mmsg/s after 256 ULTs. At the point of saturation, fult+hash is 10% (8%) better than
abt+hash, 7× (2×) better than pthread+hash and 3000× (15×) better than the default MPI
in the SB cluster (KNL cluster, respectively).
We believe that the message rate reaches a peak when multiple packets are returned
by each single network poll and the number of threads is small enough to fit all data in
cache. Then the performance drops as having more threads sending messages only trashes
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the cache. This drop appears to be higher in the SB cluster due to the presence of two
NUMA nodes, which reduces the performance once many threads span over both. Since
a KNL node has more cores, more symmetric layout and a larger L3 cache, it has a later
saturation point as well as lesser performance loss. Despite being unable to maintain the
peak communication performance with increasingly more communicating ULTs, the result
shows that we can still maintain a performance as high as single-threaded communication.
The Intel and MVAPICH2 MPI implementations suffer significant synchronization overheads
and see their performance drop even with a small number of threads.
In the SB, a peak message rate of 2.5 Mmsg/s corresponds to a message gap of 0.4 usec,
where the message gap is the delay between two successive message transmissions. This gap
is about 1/3 of the total communication latency. In a ping-pong test, each ULT can issue
a new send only after a round trip that takes two communication latencies; thus we would
expect that a peak message rate be achieved by about 6 ULTs. Similarly in the KNL, the
gap is about 2/3 of the latency, which leads to 3 ULTs. This is consistent with our results
as seen above.





































Figure 5.16: Multi-threaded message rate with computation benchmark performed in SB
cluster (sb+mlx) and KNL cluster (knl+omni) using our best implementation (fult+hash).
The benchmark is performed at the point where the communication is saturated (shown in
Figure 5.15 - 64 ULTs, 15 workers in the SB cluster; 256 ULTs, and 64 workers in the KNL
cluster). The dotted line of each series corresponds to the ratio of computation over overall
time (second y-axis) for each cluster.
Multi-threaded message rate with computation In the previous benchmark each
thread only communicates. A more realistic scenario is achieved by adding computation time
between communications. This allows us to study the overlap between communication and
computation. We modified the previous benchmark to add a fixed number of computation
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cycles before each MPI RECV and MPI SEND. The message rate is then computed the same as
before as total number of messages divided by total execution time.
The benchmark is performed with fult+hash in both clusters and the results are shown in
Figure 5.16. As we increase the computation per message, the message rate remains flat and
even improve slightly up to 16K compute cycles for the SB cluster and up to 256K compute
cycles for the KNL cluster. We believe this indicates several things:
• The message rate per node, for short messages, is limited by the injection rate sup-
ported by the NIC and the driving software; this continues to be the limiting factor
until we achieve a granularity of 16K compute cycles per message for the SB and
256K compute cycles per message for the KNL. More frequent communication merely
increases idle time, for the chosen number of threads. As shown in Figure 5.16, this
corresponds on the SB to an execution where 90% of the time is spent computing and
10% communicating; the numbers for the KNL are 96% and 4%, respectively (These
numbers assume 64 byte messages.)
• The message rate per node does not decrease significantly when the compute threads
attempt to generate messages at a higher rate than the node can inject in the network:
our implementation does not suffer from trashing.
• The message rate reaches a peak when the computation delay of each thread is long
enough that the server processing rate is matched, as this also reduces pressure in the
memory.
Multi-threaded message rate with non-blocking calls We evaluate here the non-
blocking MPI implementation with respect to multi-threaded executions using a new bench-
mark. This benchmark is modified from our communication-only multi-threaded message
rate benchmark to be similar to the osu mbw mr with a “window” parameter, with an excep-
tion that, we use more than one thread in an MPI rank as we did with previous benchmark.
Further, as we increase the number of threads in the experiment, we also reduce the win-
dow parameters proportionally to eliminate the performance effect of increasing number of
pending buffers.
The results for both SB and KNL clusters are shown in Figure 5.17. In the SB cluster,
there is a drop when threads span over the two NUMA nodes, then the message rate flattens
out at 0.7 Mmsg/s; while in the KNL cluster the message rate stays at more than 0.3
Mmsg/s. This result is for fult+hash, which is 4% better than abt+hash and 20% better
than pthread+hash on average, using the harmonic mean of the speedups. Both Intel and
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(a) Performance result in SB cluster using 15 workers.






















(b) Performance result in KNL cluster using 64 work-
ers.
Figure 5.17: Multi-threaded message rate benchmark with non-blocking MPI performed in
SB and KNL cluster (from 1 thread, window = 128 to 64 threads, window = 2).
MVAPICH2 implementations again suffer significant drop in performance when the number
of threads increases; compared to the result using blocking calls in Figure 5.15, non-blocking
calls do not help when more threads are present, but only worsen the performance.
Communication-computation overlap can be achieved in two ways: Using “heavy” threads
and nonblocking communications; or using “light” threads in larger number than physical
threads and blocking communications. Current MPI implementations are optimized for the
first model. Increased core counts and increased variability in computation and communi-
cation time in large systems with dynamic power management favor the second model. Our
results show it is possible to implement the latter approach efficiently.
5.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate some mini-applications that represent the kernels of real ap-
plications. This gives us a better idea of the runtime performance under real workloads. We
performed all of our experiments here using the SB cluster since we did not have access to
large numbers of KNL nodes.
We use the NAS Data Traffic benchmark to study the impact of different communication
patterns on performance. With the Depth-First-Search and the Unbalanced-Tree bench-
marks we compare a conventional implementation using non-blocking MPI calls, with an
implementation using message-driven scheduling of ULTs atop our communication library.
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Figure 5.18: Performance of NAS-DT benchmarks in terms of million operations per second
(Mop/s - the higher the better) for three different communication patterns under different
MPI implementations.
The Data Traffic (DT) code is part of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks. It is used to evaluate
the communication performance under three different communication patterns:
• Black Hole (BH): collects data from multiple sources to a single sink.
• White Hole (WH): distributes data from a single source to multiple sinks.
• Shuffle (SH): routes data from a small number of sources to a small number of sinks
through a large numbers of layers.
Between communication phases, there are also significant computations to verify results
that help evaluate the ability to overlap communication and computation of the runtime
system as well as the effect of cache locality. The application is written with MPI blocking
send and receive and each destination rank has a uniquely assigned tag, making it a perfect
use case for our MPI implementation. Hence, for this experiment, we execute the reference
code using our MPI implementation without changing much of the source nor applying any
threading. Since no threading is used, we run the benchmark on 128 nodes, one process per
node, two cores per process. Our implementation uses a single worker in comparison with
MVAPICH2 in sequential mode and MVAPICH2 with asynchronous progress.
The NBP suite also provides different classes of problem that represent different levels
of scale. For the DT benchmark, we evaluate only class “A” since it is reasonably large
(requires at least 80 processes), and moreover it is equipped with a proper verification. The
reference code was downloaded from NBP suite version 3.3.1 at the NBP website [147].
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The results are shown in Figure 5.18. When there is a imbalance in the number of sources
and sinks, we perform better in all cases, with up to 3× performance due to a better message
matching algorithms. We are about 15% slower in the SH case, due to more cache conflicts.
The mvapich2+async has lower performance for the same reason, although since the network
is polled from both the main thread and the helper threads, it is less affected (average L2
cache misses rate are 23%, 28% and 45% for mvapich2, mvapich2+async and fult+hash
respectively as reported by the perf profiler).
5.4.2 Breadth-first-search (BFS)












(a) Strong scaling on 29-scale graph.












(b) Weak scaling with 512 PE per 25-scale graph
(4096 cores at 28-scale)
Figure 5.19: Strong and Weak scaling for Graph500 in terms of number of Traversed Edges
per Second (TEPS - the higher the better) for different MPI implementation.
BFS is the kernel for the Graph500 benchmark [46], which is frequently used to determine
the performance of supercomputers for latency bound applications. The MPI reference
implementation generates a large-scale graph and assigns to each MPI process a fixed set
of vertices. The implementation then has the processes cooperatively traverse the graph,
starting from a particular vertex until all vertices are marked visited. Although the problem
is simple, it is often difficult to scale well due to the irregular access pattern and fine-grain
communication. The benchmark provides four MPI reference BFS implementations. Among
them, graph500 bfs simple is a suitable candidate for us to re-implement since it uses MPI
2-sided point-to-point as the main communication method. Although this implementation
has limited scalability, it is also simple to understand and is a frequent target of study.
Jose et al. [47] point out that one of the main bottlenecks of this implementation is due
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to the Send/Recv communication model, which uses non-blocking communication to poll
for arriving messages. We attempt to provide a simple remedy for this bottleneck by using
blocking Send/Recv in combination with multi-threading. More specifically, we have made
the following two important changes:
First, each MPI process traverses its assigned graph partition using multiple processing
threads: Each vertex that is assigned to an MPI process is now further assigned to a thread
spawned by that process. Each thread also maintains a separate traversing queue and ap-
pends to this queue when it traverses vertices that it owns, otherwise, it atomically appends
to the queue of the owner threads. For this reason, in our modification, we use all the cores
of a compute node within one MPI process, while the reference uses one MPI process per
core.
Second, when a vertex is owned by a remote process, the communication is done via block-
ing MPI SEND and MPI RECV instead of their non-blocking counterpart. A thread performs an
MPI SEND when it has accumulated enough vertices owned by the destination. The MPI RECV
is performed in a separate set of threads. These threads are spawned initially (assigned to
each worker in a round-robin manner), and only scheduled when a message has arrived. The
woken up thread finds vertices that belong to the current MPI rank in the receive buffer,
and appends them to the corresponding local thread queues; the appends are atomic. The
non-blocking receive in the reference implementation uses MPI ANY SOURCE. Here we apply
one of our mitigation strategies by having the number of receiving threads equal to the
number of sending nodes.
Although this design could lead to a large number of threads, the receiving threads are
not running when there are no incoming messages, hence we do not waste CPU times as
in the original algorithm. Moreover, our runtime is able to handle a very large number of
threads efficiently as we have shown in the previous section. On the down side, memory for
storing thread records may become the bottleneck, in which case one must come up with a
more sophisticated approach.
We compare our multi-threaded implementation with 15 workers and 1 communication
server (each binds to a processor core) in 1 MPI process with the reference running 16 MPI
processes per node; other settings are kept as the default. The weak and strong scaling
results of computed median TEPS are provided in Figure 5.19. We do not show the result
for pthread+hash since the performance is far worse (10× slower than the reference). This
is expected since the performance of our threaded version depends on the ability to context-
switch efficiently between receiving threads and processing threads, which happens very
frequently in BFS due to the fine granularity of the communication. Our implementation
using our ULT scheduler is able to scale BFS to 4096 cores. At that scale, our Fult scheduler
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achieves 3× performance over the reference code and 20% better than Argobots.
5.4.3 Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS)



















Figure 5.20: Strong scaling results for UTS of T3XXL tree in terms of vertices per second
(the higher the better) under different MPI implementations.
Unbalanced Tree Search is a benchmark for evaluating the performance of parallel systems
under heavily unbalanced and irregular workloads [115]. The benchmark randomly generates
a tree based on sampling from configured probability distribution and requires traversing ev-
ery generated vertex. Unlike Graph500, an MPI work-stealing implementation is considered
quite scalable and has been used for evaluating other runtime systems [56, 148, 149]. The
basic idea is that an MPI process sends stealing requests to other MPI processes when it
has explored all previously assigned vertices. All communications are done via non-blocking
point-to-point MPI calls. The application is less communication bound than the Graph500
BFS, but requires dynamic coordination between the processes for balancing work.
We obtained the latest reference implementation (version 1.1) from the publicly available
source at [150] and modified the work-stealing MPI code (mpi workstealing.c) to match
our MPI implementation. The modifications are in a similar style as those for Graph500: 1)
Use multiple ULTs (assigned to each worker in a round-robin manner) for each MPI process
and allow each ULT to explore in parallel multiple vertices in their own stack. When there
are no more vertices to explore, the ULT will first try to steal from other threads’ stacks on
the same node before trying to request work from a different MPI process. We make little
effort to optimize the intra-process stealing and use locks to protect critical sections. 2)
The reference implementation uses non-blocking communication to wait for work (incoming
vertices or incoming stealing requests). Instead, we use multiple communicating threads.
Each thread uses a blocking MPI RECV and then acts upon the data it received.
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We compare our multi-threaded implementation with 15 workers and 1 communication
server (each binds to a processor core) in 1 MPI process with the reference running 16 MPI
processes per node; other settings are kept as the default. The strong scaling result is shown
in Figure 5.20 for T3XXL tree (a 2.8 billion vertices, Binomial tree that is recommended by
the package). Our implementation is 10× faster than the original code, 7× than with POSIX
threads scheduler and 10% better than with Argobots at 4096 cores.
5.5 SUMMARY AND IMPACT
This chapter describes the motivation, design and implementation of a highly efficient and
concurrent message-passing interface. Our method is a tight integration of communication
layer, thread scheduler and resource management. Moreover, the entire protocol relies on
only a handful of operations which could be potentially implemented in hardware. Using
a variety of micro- and application- benchmarks, we proved the efficiency and performance
benefit of this design. Our implementation was evaluated thoroughly both on a modern
machine such as the Intel SandyBridge with Mellanox and on an emerging platform such
as the Intel Knights Landing with Omni-Path. The implementation is able to maintain
performance up to a million communicating threads and scale several applications previously
shown unscalable, using the same algorithm or with modest modifications.
Our future work will focus on enhancing the functionality of our system and implement
other frameworks of different application spaces. While moving bottom-up, we shall evaluate
and quantify the cost and benefit of generality vs. performance. We believe the insight from
this research will facilitate a discussion on how MPI and communication runtimes should
evolve in the upcoming era. The majority of the chapter was published in [151].
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECT
This dissertation started by tackling one of the longest standing issue in MPI implementa-
tions: issues with multi-threaded communication. For a long time, researcher has considered
multi-threaded communication as a bad practice, which does not give any benefit compared
to the funneling alternative. And since this model is not performing, none of the application
makes use of the model, and so there is no motivation to solve it properly. This vicious cycle
has to be taken down, and we have made significant progress towards that goal.
By diving into MPI implementation, we showed that the overhead due to MPI implemen-
tation can reduce the communication efficiency by orders of magnitude. These overheads
come from: 1) Thread synchronization relies solely on the lock implementation causing un-
necessary extra works; 2) The cache misses caused by threads executing in different cores
writing to shared resource of the communication runtime; 3) The high overheads of thread
synchronization primitives provided by kernel threads such as context switching and signal-
ing.
We have presented methods for solving these problems. Firstly, we designed and Im-
plemented a cooperative scheduling and a thread synchronization method for intelligently
reduces the non-useful works of each thread in the communication path. Secondly, we de-
signed and implemented a new lock technique which targets communication frameworks that
improves locality and reduces cache misses. Both of these methods have been included in
the MPICH 3.3, a widely used MPI implementation.
MPI performance degradation due to the shared-memory multi-core architecture can go
beyond multi-threading. Graph analytics framework is one of the emerging users of super-
computing; but it is also affected by because of its communication pattern. The irregular
gather-communicate-scatter pattern causes significant performance and memory usage over-
heads for both traditional MPI one-sided and two-sided patterns. The mismatch in semantic
of the MPI eager protocol and the memory usage and performance of for MPI window cre-
ation is the root cause for these problems.
We designed a customized communication framework targeting graph analytic require-
ments, later becomes the foundation of our ultimate communication library. It resolves the
performance problem by a simple remote queue interface that avoids unnecessary message-
matching while still utilizing RDMA for large messages. The queue interface also improves
the memory usage by minimize the amount of buffering compared to MPI one-sided, by
reusing the buffer directly through the frameworks memory allocator.
From analyzing frameworks usage of communication library, the notion of fast signal/wait
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operations come up. These two primitives are the core of producer-consumer synchroniza-
tions of many communication patterns. We have formulated the wait-signal problem for
message-passing synchronizations, showed the differences from other types of traditional
synchronization problems. As a result, we designed and implemented FULT, a specialized
thread scheduler targeting communication library. The performance advantage of FULT
comes from the novelty of using bit-vectors for implementing thread queues which allows
single instruction for waking up a thread.
Putting everything together, we designed and implemented a library targeting highly
concurrent message-passing. We relaxed the message-matching semantics of MPI to allow
concurrent matching. We take advantages of FULT for reducing overheads of multi-threaded
synchronizations to the minimal. Finally, we design the interface to target application-
specific use case.
We add to LCI any functionality that can be directly supported by the Network Interface
Controller (NIC), to reduce communication latency. For example, LCI provides simple
signaling mechanisms to indicate the completion of communication, such as setting a flag,
or decrementing a counter. Direct support of such mechanisms by the NIC is easy and can
avoid significant polling overheads.
We do not add to LCI any functionality that is more efficiently supported by the higher-
level framework. For example, LCI does not provide the equivalent of MPI derived datatype.
Frameworks most often use a limited number of data structures and can provide efficient
serialization/deserialization routines for those. Packing before sending and unpacking after
receiving is almost always more efficient than using a datatype, as the first option uses
compiled code, while the second uses an interpreter.
LCI directly supports the communication paradigms that are needed by the frameworks
we target, so as to avoid an additional layer that maps framework communication paradigms
to the underlying library. For example, many frameworks poll for communication atop MPI,
while MPI polls for packets; we wish to avoid this multiple level of polling. Many frameworks
use command queue for sending communication requests to the network, LCI allows issuing
directly from threads without performance loss.
LCI gives more control to the framework on the allocation of compute resources for commu-
nication. Current communication libraries require an asynchronous polling agent to handle
incoming messages or various handshakes. Often, these asynchronous activities are per-
formed as a side effect of communication calls. As a result, communication class can have
widely varying execution time. The framework is better placed to know when more resources
should be allocated to communication or computation. The issue plagues libraries using the
active message paradigm.
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LCI provides more control to the framework on the allocation of memory. Current libraries,
such as MPI, use a rigid – static allocation of memory for communication buffering. This is
detrimental to applications where communication volume and topology varies widely, as is
the case for graph analytics. A too small allocation may cause the application to crash; this
does happen when MPI send-receive uses the eager protocol and sends run ahead of receives.
A safe allocation will overuse buffer memory. One reason for this problem is that there is
no push-back to the application when communication using the eager protocol over-commits
buffer space.
LCI allows efficiently large numbers of concurrent threads and of concurrent communica-
tions. To the extent possible, LCI directly communicates data between a producer thread
and a consumer thread, avoiding the need for additional communication agent at the frame-
work or application level.
The changes in computer architecture during the last decade have shifted the overheads
towards the software stack significantly. Multi-core clusters with mixed-in accelerators com-
plicates how data is moved between devices. LCI provides a simple and generic interface
which is easy to integrate with any higher-level library. This allows any entity (threads, tasks,
or accelerator) to make communication directly to the network, without extra overheads for
maintaining thread-safety and correctness.
The APIs of LCI is still actively under-development. We continue to evolve LCI for
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